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Layoffs and .r esignations ·plague
RWC Athletic Department
By The Messeneer Staff

Photo by Mark Kasok

Co-Captain Scott Rivoira in action during a recent game.
For more soccer highlights, see page 19.

trainer has been the most
turbulant in the entire deThere has been upheaval partment. Last week, Paul E.
among both coaches and staff Lonczak became the third
members alike in the way the train~r for RWC in the past
Athletic Department is being three years. He took over for
run by second year Athletic Rollie Rodriguez, the trainer
Director Dwight Datcher and who took over after Patrick
his assistant, Patricia Beagan. Creedon resigned.
During the short time Datcher
The change in trainers
has been in ,charge of the comes at a peculiar time. One
athletic_department, several would wonder, "Why switch
of the ·coaches and staffers personnel in the middle of the
have either resigned from semester?" "Rollie Rodriguez
their positions or been fired.
was a stop-gap," says Bill
The pattern continued O'Connell, director of auxilwhen they hired their third iary services. "This doesn't
athletic trainer last week.
mean he's a bad trainer by
The position of athletic_ anymeans. Dwightandljust

felt that we had a certain
quality that needed to be upheld here at the college."
Rodriguez was a coach
for the Bristol High School
football team last year. "We
checked before we hired
Rollie, and we found out that
he was a qualified trainer in
Division III athletics," said
O'Connell, adding, "Dwight
and I were both surprised at
how many colleges in Division III - didn't even have
trainers as qualified as that."
One of the displaced
coaches was Dr. Rulph
Chassaing, an electronics

Continued on next page

RWC student charged with sexual assault; details are being withheld
By Aimee Godbout

Managing Editor
An RWC student has
been charged with two counts
of sexual assault stemming
from separate incidents.
Howev~r, law enforcement

officals are withholding many with two counts of second de- by complaints filed by two influenced."
details Of the case, making it gree sexual assault, said Cap- RWCroommates who claimed
Ed Shaw, director of
unclear as to what transpired. tain Paul Borges ofthe Bristol that on Monday, Oct. 28, campus security, also refused
Fourth year architecture Police Department. A second McDonough entered their to release much information.
student Garth V. McDonough, degree charge is a lesser dorm room and assaulted one He said,"As a result of talking
21, of Williamstown, Mass., charge to that of rape or at- of the women, pushing her, with Captain Borges I spoke
was arrested in his dorm room tempted rape.
grabbing parts ofher body and with the two w,omen as to what
The arrest was p.rompted making lewd threats. The had occurred." Shaw added
Wednesday night and charged
other
roommate
said that he had completed his reMcDonough similarly as- port which would be sent to
saulted her later that day. Dean of Students Karen
Law enforcement officials re- -Haskell's office for review.
fused to release details as to
Continued on next page
the specifics or the verbal exchange constituted as "lewd
threats."
However, Rogert E. Craven, deputy chief of the
Criminal Division ofthe Rhode
.Island Department of the Attorney General's office said
that lewd threats must, by
nature be sexual, and must be
"... evidence of force or coercion." Coercion, according to
Craven can be mental.
McDonough, who was
released Thursday on $1,000
bail, declined to comment,
pending a meeting with his
lawyer.
Photo by Mark Kasok
Because the Bristol po"Cowabunga!"
lice and RWC security have
See pages 14, 15 for more
released so little information
Homecoming pictures.
at this time, the details ofwhat
took
place
between
McDonough and the two
women are sketchy at best.
The two women contacted the
Bristol police, rather than
RWC security, first "because
of the seriousness of it," said
Captain Borges, adding that
RWC security did not assist
them in the arrest. Borges
refused to reveal more information of the arrest report,
fearingthat si.nce the case "will
probably go to trial, I don't
want the trial and.iurors to be
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Law enforcement officials refuse to release details of sexual assault charges
Continued from page 1

It's not like someone jumped
He refused to give The. out of the bushes at them." It
Messen~i a copy of his re- was unclear as to what
port, in order to protect the relevence Shaw thought this
identities of the alleged vie- · had to the-case.
tims. However, when The.
The RWC public relaMessene"er suggested the tions department found out
names be omitted for access to ·about the incident from a rethe report, Shaw still refused porter. Said Betty M. van
to comply. He said, "The stu- IeTsel, "I was contacted
dents (McDonough and the (Thursday) by a reporter; it
· two women) knew each other. was the first knowledge I had

(of the incident)." She added
that upon receiving Shaw's
report, Haskell's office will
proceed with the "official process." Haskell was unavailable for comment. However,
van Iersel said, "It would be
speculative at this point as to
what might or might not
happen." ·i. ·
A conviction of second
degree sexual assault under

Coaches and staff of the athletic
department question Datcher's actions

Continuedfrom-page J .·
professor at the college, who
would have been in his seventh season as head coach of
the tennis team. Seven proved
to be an unlucky number
however, as he was fired this
summer by Datcher.
Chassaing feels the
treatment he and the coaches
around him received from both
Datcher and Beagan, assistant to Datcher and the
present tennis coach, was uncalled for. While he was reluc"
tant to give specifics,
Chassaing did say they both
were hard to deal with for different reasons. The rudeness
he encountered from them was
one of those reasons.
"Rudeness has been used
on the part of the athletic
staff," says Chassaing, "Although T l'!m vP.ry hP.f;ibmt. in

stating specific cases and examples because the situation
is being looked at. No one in
this college who holds an administrative position should
have the right to insult another individual. Whether it
be student or staff."
"I feel that as a coach of
six years, I would consider
myself a good coach," said
Chassaing, adding, "But for
the past two years, even
. though the program has been
successful, I haven't done one
positive thing?"
"Obviously that's not
true," said Datcher. 'Tm sure
that Dr. Chassaing has done
many positive things sice he's
been here."
Chassaing also questions
Datcher's and Beagan's position on the importance of academics in athletes. "After
working with them for two
years, I have serious concerns
about their competence and
appreciation of the academic
drive of the student. I am
faculty. When parents come
to me, they see me as a model
for academics. I always felt
that I was contributing to illustratingthat academics and
athletics can go together. Joel
Dearing (the previous athletic
director) represented that
academics and athl_etics can
go together."
Datcher responded by
_saying, "This is a Division III
school, and the students who
play sports here play for fun. I
mean, no one likes to lose, but
they are students fi~st. I don't
put any pressure on them, and
I won't let any of my coaches

do it either."
Datcher again defended
Datcher thinks the prob~ his position, saying, "If I give ·
lems between him and youmoneytodoonethingand
Chassaingmay have occurred you tum around and do somebecause of the difference in thing else with it, what do you
coachingstyles. SaysDatcher, call it?"
"The difference between Dr.
According to Dobbyn, la.Qha!jsaing and me was the crosse never seemed to get the
organization of the team, the respect it ·deserved. "I can
way it's run, etc. I wanted ·remember one time I was
things like overnight compe- showing a student I had retitions and mandatory run- cruited around the Rec Genning, things like that. He dis- ter," said Dobbyn. "His father
agreed."
was with him. We happened
But Chassaing isn't the to come upon Dwight, and I
·
only coach to have a problem introduced the student and his
with the way things are run at father to him. Dwight then
the Athletic Department. said to the student, 'Why do
Dennis Dobbyn, the former you want to play lacrosse? All
head coach of the lacrosse they do is tear up the field.' If
team, had a very successful - it was meant to be a joke, the
season last year as he coached student and his parent didn't
the laxmen to a division win- know it."
ningyear. Despitetherecord,
"Anyone who knows me

Rhode Island law carries a pri~ate area of a person's
penalty of imprisonment for body." However, added Cranot less than three years and ven, it has to be done for the
not more than 15 years.
purpose of sexual gratification.
Tbe Messen~r was not
Under this chapter of
abletofindwhatcampuspen- ·Rhode Island state law,
alties a second degree sexual coroboration of the victim's
assault complaint would carry. testimony is unnecessary.
Shawwouldnotsaywhat Law enforcement officials
second degree sexual assault would not comment as to
was, by law, but Craven said whether there were any wit-.
it is the "unlawful touching, nesses or physieal evidence to
clothed or unclothed, of any substantiate the allegations.

Photo by Mark Kasok

Athletic Director Dwight Datcher at Homecoming.

riod," says Datcher. "The field
out front is no good to thf!m
because it's usually wet and
the ones out back are used for
baseball and softball practice.
It's a matter of space, not a
matter of which team is more
important or which one was
here first."
O' Connell, · thinks
Dobbyn couldn't adjust to the
change in management. "I
hP. rP.sienP.n frnm his !lnsit.inn knows t.hRt.'s jllst. mP. hP.ing think that in Dennis' case, he
before this season began and funny," said Dathcher. "It had a relationship with the
felt that the team was basi- would be like you coming to former athletic director that
cally not getting the respect it me and saying that you wanted didn't carry over with the new
deserved.
to try out for the women's bas- athletic director. Dennis reAmong the things that ketball team. I might say to signed, and when he resigned
Dobbyn had problems with you, 'Hey, why are you going . he told me that he felt the
were the accusations that he outforthatwimpyteam?' Only lacrosse team was not given
had committed a fraud after a someone with a real attitude the respect it deserved. It's
lacrosse fund-raising event, or looking for something to difficult with the explosion of
the lack of control he had over blow out of proportion would the number of athletic clubs
the players on his team, the take it the wrong way. If I we offer. Although I can fully
amount of space and time ac- really felt that the lacrosse appreciate that many students
tually allotted forthe Lacrosse team wasn't worth it, I'd prob- are interested in lacrosse, the
teamtopracticeandDatcher's ablyconsidergettingridofit." same can be said for crew,
general attitude toward the
Thefieldavailabilitywas rugby, women's soccer, sailing,
sport.
another problem Dobbyn had. etc. We're trying to serve all
According to Dobbyn, The lacrosse team had to the students equally."
last year the lacrosse team practice from 10:30 to apCoaches weren't the only
hadafu.nd-raisertotrytoraise proximately midnight in the employees of the athletic dethe money for a trip. They gymnasium last year. "It was partment to go. Marcus
didn't have enoughJor a trip, · bad for both the players and Janitto came to RWC in 1985
so the team decided to use the ' myself," says Dobbyn. "I'd get after completing his master's
money for sweatshirts instead. home around 1:00 p.m.in the degree iQ health and physical
"It was no big deal," said momingandbetoowoundup education. He became a volDobbyn, "The kids wanted to to sleep. Then I'd have to get unteer assistant coach for the
go on a trip like any other ·up at 7:00 and go to my regu- . men and women volleyball
team, they just couldn't get · lar job. I was walking around teams. Eventually, he worked ·
the money. When they real- like a zombie all day. The his way up to becoming the
ized they couldn't get the guys on my ~am were too."
Director of Recreational .S ermoney for a trip, they decided
According to Dobbyn, the vices-and took over the job as
to purchase sweatshirts."
blueprint of the athletic field head coach of the volleyball
After that, Dobbyn re- showed it to be a soccer/la- and soccer teams for the 1989ceived a memo from Datcher crosse field. In a memo writ- 90 season.
stating,"Ifmoneyistobeused ten by Datcher on Jan. 22,
"(Inthesummerof1990)
specifically for a trip, but is 1991, he states that, "In the I got a note from Dwight sayused for something else, I be- beginning I informed you that ing that there was going to be
lieve that we are seriously Joel had no intentions of la- an organizational change in
jeopardizing fund-raising for crosse even using the field,. .. " the athletic department," said
"That's a bold-face lie," Janitto. Later on ·Janitto
lacrosse, and that a fraud is
committed." Said Dobbyn, "I said Dobbyn. "I saw the blue- found out that in addition to
couldn't believe it. I've been print and talked to Joel about the job he was already doing,
involved in Lacrosse for over it. It was supposed to be a he would also have to take on
20 years. I've worked at Roger soccer and lacrosse field." The the responsibilities of Sports
Williams for I don't know how field is now used for soccer, Information Director. "There
many years, and Dwight says baseball and softball.
was a conflict between the two
I've committed a fraud. I
"Traditionally, the time divisions," said Janitto.
thought I'd get a little more of the year that lacrosse prac- "There was no way I could
tices is a wet and rainy pe- justify ·giving less time to the
respect than that."

recreation department because I had put so much time.
in there. In my opinion, I was
a good representative of the
school. There was nothing I
had done wrong," he said. "I
had never had a bad evaluation at the college. I had always strived to be a leader in
my profession and I tried to
represent RWC as best! could.
I just basically stated that I
~f)11 ldn't.j1:1stify the posit.ionmy

supervisor was putti~g me in.
There was no alternative when
I had done nothing wrong."
"Marcus was doing a
great job," says Datcher. "I
just wanted him to take over
sports information as well. He
declined. Ifthe budget allowed
for us to hire two different
departments, we would. This
is ·only Division III sports. I
explained this Marcus and he
made his decision."
"Marcus was originally
hired to do both sports information and recreational activities," added O' Connell.
"We focused on his job as recreational director and tried to
have students fulfill the sports
information duties. It didn't
work out. It becaine apparent
that we needed two people.
The money wasn't available,
so we asked Marcus to try and
fill both positions. He said no.
There is an underline current
that these are valued professionals who need to advance
themselves and to have a salary that is compatible with
the education and experience
they possess."
Concludes Janitto, "I
don't know why these things
are happening. I don't know
why no one stood up for me in
my-defense aftet five years of
dedication to the college. I
don't regret my decision when
I see the way_the program has
ended and I see what happened to some of the professionals that I worked with. If
it's a case of if you didn't do
what Dwight told you to, then
I'm glad I'm not a part of it
anymore."
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RWC services are dedicated
to helping date rape victims

College Brie.fs
·. C<nnpiled by Neit···Nachbar,Copy Editor
. ..

.·.

·.

<Students Und§teJ-ted InJ'µrs.µ itOfSe.x -.•.

.itl>~B~~W~kfn~~~~~~~~~¥tk~~tlt ~\ in~ff~:

quaintance rape. "Most bu~ where they will receive a fu!l
By Traci Ridder
mans think they are invin- medical examination and be
Staff Writer
cible, and they could never be tested for the AIDS virus and .Udivetsity, itudents ~hese days are anything but starvedfor <
Suzanne's* date with a victim ... Most have dated in pregnancy. At the hospital,
se;c
.
.
.··
.
.
...
Joe* was somethingthat she the past and had good experi- they will also receive psycho.· ·. . · • Yep, the study shows - ~top the presses! - that most
had been waiting for since she ences, so they never think that logical attention. Dr. Azar
students on college. campuses}fre having lots of sex these
arrived at RWC and moved it could happen to them or again stress.~d that a member
into the co-ed dorms.
that their judgement would of the rape crisis center will
.
•·· · . . _.••.···• ·•· . · . - .•
>days.
. . · · · ··Asur.vey
of651 undergraduiltell1e11
and· women showed
"When he asked me out be wrong."
meet you and walk you that81 percent oftherrienand 75perc:en,tofthe women were
I thought 'finally." . She says,
When acquaintance rape through the procedures.
notvirgins; that the average age for both sexes' first sexual
''The date was great. When does occur, it is very unex-.
Rape Crisis officials
experience was 17, and that students spend an average of
we got to his room we started pected and is devastating to stress the importance of the
two riights a .week with their sex~al partners.
. .
kissing and stuff, arid that was the victim. RWC is dedicated female to remove herself from
.. · ·. The study also showed that 50percent ofthe men and
fine, but then I wanted to stop, to helping the .victim through any threatening situation. It
36 percent of the women had sex with someone they just met
but he didn't listen. I let it this very difficult time.- Says is also important for the male
and that; on aver,age, students pad t\Vo one-night stands in .
slide for a while and then I Haskell, "We believe very to remove himself from a
1990.
.
·.· ..
started getting anxious. So I strongly. that the control of situation that could result in
"Trade You Ari Einsfuin, For A Curie ... "
told him that I definitely the situation rests with the signals getting mixed and ac·BEAVERTON, Ore, (CPS)'" Einstein, Oppenheimer
wanted him to sfop. He got victim: The college will sup• tions getting out of control,
and
the rest of the world~s greatest thinkers would have
upset and _told me all the port the victftn iii.· any action says Dean Haskell. She adloved
thi.s ~ scientisttrading cards. ·.•.
.
·
things I thought they Qnly said that she wishes to take, but mits · that all the media at..
.
.
·
•
,At
the
Oregon
G~aduatelnstitl1teofScience
and
Tech~
in movies."
they will not force her to press . tention (such as the upcoming
· Joe told Suzanne that if charges."
William Kennedy Smith and 110Iog)7,.sc:iehtists are receiyingt})e same treatment aspr()she really liked him she
There are two separate Mike Tyson rape trials) has
_cards••featufes.a photograph· of
wouldn't say no and make him avenuesthat a victim can take. been hard on the guys. "There
aifac\xltyroember Ofl t}iefront With a synopsis of his.or her
stop. "After a while I didn't If it is reported on campus are a lot of nice, innocent guys
s~ec:ialt.Y oii .t he flip side. . . . • >•·.·•.' . ·...•. .~ . . ••. . > : . .
want to listen to it anymore, there will be a judicial hear- out there who are getting the
and he was getting really ing where both the victim and · shortendofthedeal. Butthey • • /l'he schoolhopesthecards become collectibles. Orde.rs
.fcwtlt~ card.s(Il(>bubble .gum _.inc:lu!leq}.have .alr.e ady come
physical. I was so worn down the accused would tell their also have to protect themthat I ended up having sex sides to a campus disciplinary selves. If a woman says no, ·rtofu ~¢\Tgfa.1 paf~t}ts\•'Yh<> •·•saY ~Jl_~y - ~@t thern .••· for -·. their
with hiµi. Right after I got up committee, which is made up than the guy has to..abide by
and ran to my room. Thank ofa panel of faculty, students, that, but the woman has to
god he didn't follow."
and administrative personnel. say no if that is what she
Unfortunately, Everything that happens in means. Guys do not read
Suzann'e'~ ' ~tory is familiar these hearings is strictly con- minds."
one. Ana like Suz~ne, most · fidential; ' If the accused is
To help raise awareness
victims of such crimes are
proven guilty, then disciplin- among the college community,
exact:
.
.
··
tween the ages of 15 and 24. ary action will be,taken. Usu- RWC Health Services and
. Th¢ money? One year's tuition. The Wheelbarrow
According to a D.I.N. Publica- ally, the accused student will Counseling Services have put
driver was . in a definite I'm-angry-and-I'm-not-g~ingcto-~
tion, entitled Date Rape, by be suspended for as ·1ong as out a brochure, Sexual Assault
take-it-anyrtj.ore ¥if1d, of moo9. "It'~just not pocket change
Christina Dye, date or ac- one year . .The college will not on College ·campuses. In it
anyrriore,"rea_da:signtaped to tl)e side of the wheeel~arrow.
quaintance rape account for report it to the local authori- they define what acquaintance
. . The angry stµdent was Willian,:i Roberts, a semor wh_o
50 to 70 percent of all reported ties. It i$ up to the victim to do rape is and how you can prosaid the sturit was a symbolic gesture to inform the regents
rapes. The problem is most so. The college will, however, tect yourself. The Center for
that tuition, which just rose seven percent, is becoming a
prevalent on college campuses support the victim with any Counseling and Student Dereal probl~in for students.
.
where as many as one in five decision she makes.
velopment hlls also put out a ·
Roberts said the inoney was wrapped in paper wrapco-eds are victims of forced
Dr. Jim Azar of Counsel- brochure advertising their
persto allow for easy counting by .the bursar's office emsex.
ing Services agrees that the various groups which include
plo ees.
Dr. Karen R. Haskell, college's main goal is to sup- a Women's Support Group for
Dean of Students atRWC, sa~s port the victim and her rights. Survivors of Sexual Assault or even attempted acquain- need assistance. Most of all,
that although actual stabs- 'We want to help her not to (Contact Nancy Hood at 254- tance rape, seek professional they str~ss that y~u should
tics aren't available, the col- feel vulnerable." Dr. Azar also 3098). P.E.E.R. Workshops help. You receive confidential not blame yourself. Many viclege is worried this is hap- r recommends that if a student will be sponsoring workshops care and support through the tims ofacquaintance rape take ·
· - pening at Roger Williams. "I ha:s been raped that she im- on Sexual Assault.
College Department of Health all the responsibility on themServices
and the College De- selves. I tis important to know
f eel awful that this would · mediately contact the Rhode
In the brochure put out
happen to a woman on our Island Rape Crisis 24-hour by Health Services and Coun- · partment of Counseling. Ser- that there are people that want
campus. lfitdoeshappen and hotline. "They are -absolutely seling .Services they say that vices. They recommend that to help you.
· *Suzanne's and Joe's
she does report it, we want the superb. They will meet you at if you feel you have been a you contact Security or the
victim to know that we will the hospital and go with you victim of acquaintance rape, Hall Director on duty if you names are aliases.
support her." Unfortunately all the way through reporting
many incidents of acquain- it to the. school and local offitance rape go unreported be- cials." The rape crisis official
cause the victim . feels _as will also act as the victim's
though it is her fault or she is advocate at the police station,
afraidofnegativepublicitythe as most young people are not
Books for the Heart,
Hind
&
Body
situation may cause.
clear on their rights.
The main point that all
Suzanne let her incident
go unreported. "I felt that officials and counselors stress
maybe it was my fault, and at is that if a situation arises
Present coupon at tim~ of purchase. Not valid with other
the time I really wasn't sure if where a student feels threatdiscount
offers or promotions. One coupon per customer.
it was rape.' I never thought ened and is in physical danger
10
State Street
Bristol
253-4099
thatsomethinglikethatwould to get out of that situ~tion as
even happen to me so I guess quickly as possible. Accord- ~-------------------------------!
my way of getting over it was ing to Azar "If you have been
1
to get _it out of my mind as raped, it is essential that you
quickly as possible." Suzanne · report it immediately. It is i
knows now that she will never also very important you do not
forget it, but she understands change your physical appear·I
it better now. "I've learned ance. That means do not take
!
from counseling that I can't a shower or change your
., ·~.-.·........
-. ,_·~ '-.~-t_:_s-~_,·~_.:_- ._: ~.-.·:- ~- - ,.
.-;.~~~.. ~...... ·-~
I
forget, but I can move on."
clothes." Victims will be ad-~~~~--~:.- ~~/!~~~?~1~i}'.~~
Haskell says students vised to go to Women and InState Street
(401) 253·2195 .. :
feel they could not be invo!ved fants Hospital in -Providence
1.00 Off.. Large P'.iz~a
_J
in,, a:n . focident such a.s ac- .
,
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College News
Where does all the money go? A breakdown of budget
By Traci Ridder
allocations to the top eleven clubs
Staff Writer
photographic work, including
Recently The Messen- senior photos and photo~ - published the Student
graphic equipment.
Senate Final Budget Proposal
The Senior Class reforthe 1991-1992 school year. ceived $22,576.00 or 6.64
There have been questions percent. The money the
raised as to what the various classes receive go towards the
clubs and organizations spend functions that are held for the
the ~oney on. Below is a sum- students. The seniors hold a
mary of.,the top 11 clubs and Commencement Ball in the
major organizations which Spring for graduating stureceive a combined total of dents, and various other
$110,840 or 31.69 percent of functions throughout the year.
the budget. The budget for The money is also used for the
WQRI, the college radio sta- commencement speaker, partion, was unavailable.
ents night and the class gift
The Messene-er received that is presented to the college.
$7,310.00or2.15percent. The
The crew team receives
major part of the money , re- $16,082.00 or 4.73 percent.
~eived goes,towards the PT!_nt- The majority of the money that
mg of the ne~spaper .. There ,;. the-· crew club receives goes
arealsocostsmvolvedmphoto towards paying rent for the
developing, film processing storage of the four shells. The
and camera care. Much ~f remainder goes to paying opwhat the newspaper spends is erating expenses which inpaid for by advertising rev- elude traver entry fees orgaenue raised by/~e advertis~1 nizational ~embershi~ and
department 0 t e paper.
equipment maintenance. The
the staff of the paper are vol- club is also req~ired to carry a
unteerThs. y · b k
. d Catastrophic Insurance Policy
e ear 00 receive
to cover the students.
$15,266.00 or 4.49 percent.
The Rugby team re1:he money is.u~ed for produc- ceived $8,466.00 or 2.4 perti~n, . adverbsmg ex~enses, cent. The use this money to
pnntmg and for paymg-for
y

Photo bv Mark Kasok

Members of the RWC Student Senate at their recent
Inauguratio~

presents

purchase uniforms and athletic equipment that is not
supplied by the athletic .department. '(he majority of the
money is used to pay Insurance
fees, conferen"ce dues, tournament fees, travel expenses,
referees for their games and
police and emergency medical
technicians .that are required
to be at every game.
AIAS, which is a club for
architecture students , received $5,576.00 or 1.64 percent. Their main projects are
a convention in Miami and
the annual Beaux Arts Ball.
They also sponsor seminars
and lectures, a newsletter, receptions and a competition.
The Stage Company r eceived $4,080.00 or 1.20 percent. Theclubusesthismoney
to put on proQuctions and to
attend a conference. They also
have workshops in stage techniques and professional
speakers.
·
ASCE for engineering
students received $3,944. 00 or
1.16 percent. The engineering
students attend two regional
conferences and one national
conference a year. They also

have guests speakers. The
ASCE student chapter atRWC
is the largest and most active
engineering society on campus accordif}g to Richard H.
Ferreira II.
The Psychology Club received $3,944.00 or 1.16 percent. To participate in the
Eastern Psychological Association the club must pay dues
which uses most of their budget. They have speakers for
members of the major and they
also have an officers training
retreat.
The International Club
received $3,808.00 or 1.12
percnet. The money this club ·
receives is used for trips that
the international students go
on. The international students
are required, like everyone
else to spend Thanksgiyjng
and Spring Break off campus
and it is very difficult for many
of them to go home for such
short amounts of time, so the
money they receive go toward
trips over these breaks.
On top of the budgets
that each of the clubs and organizations·receive, the members of the club usually pay

dues to help defray costs that
are not covered by the budget .
The clubs also are required to
hold fundraisers to help raise
money. Many clubs sell tshirts, candy, hold bake sales,
and have dances to raise revenue;
While it seems as though
students are paying for members of clubs to take trips and
play different sports it is important to remember that
these clubs are open to everyone.
.The money comes out of
the Student Activity Fee of
the $200 a year that each full
time student of RWC pays.
The money is also used for
The Campus Entertainmen t
Network which sponsor s The
Concert and Major Events at
the school , Totally Terrific
Tuesdays, The Comedy Club,
Daytime Programming, and
film nights. Some of the money
goes towards the planning and
carrying out of Spring Weekend that is held every year. A
percentage of the money isalso
used to pay off previous
overexpenditures from last
year.

New senators announced at Senate Meeting
During the Student Senate meeting held on Sept. 30, the freshmen senators and officers
were announced. The officers are as follows : President Jackie Burger, Vice President Travis
Freow, Treasurer Warren Danisbaker, Secretary Collen Taner. The freshmen senators are as
follows: Russell Aividson, Cathy Barrette, Kelly Colonghi, Alex Dardinski, and Howie Gerber.
Senate president Mike Turner told the senators that there is a demerit system in the
bylaws and that the Senators must attend meetings or receive demerits. After so many
demerits, the senator will be asked to leave. Turner also announced that the Network
Representative is now Cathy Barrette.
,,_.
Treasurer Tom Comella informed the Senators that there is only $7,212.00 for Senate
operations.
The Student Affairs committee met to discuss what students would like to see on campus
and possible plans for Spring Break.
During the Oct. 21 Senate meeting, Turner told the other Senators that Vice President
Forbes accepted the funding plan for Honor Societies.
In his Vice-President's· report, Comella said that members of the Senate had attended a
meeting at Providence College. In the Finance Committee's report, Comella said that
Homecoming was a success, and only seven clubs did not attend.
It was decided that the Senate's official seal will be voted on at the next Senate meeting.
Also mentioned was that graduating Senators receive some type of tassel so that they will be
recognized.
During New Business Time, Rob Eigen discussed the problems that he was having with
The Messen~r and asked for some imput. At a later Senate meeting, the editor of The Mes~ asked the Senate to stop harassing members of.her staff.
Jen Samolyk brought up a new idea for future elections.
All are welcome to attend Senate meetings which are held Mondays at 6:30.

The Return of the Deli Lunch
every Wednesday
11 :30 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
in the Studenf Commons

DEFICITL.N

NATIONAL fNSTITUTE
OF HYPOCRISY

.$1 donation
5f{[ are

weCcome!!!
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College News
RWC participates in National
Alcohol Awareness Week
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1 ·can 1.mderstand th:at •:for a college student with . high
demands, little tiID:e;.rnUltiple choices aTid moill not aroiind, .
eating habits
el:l.silybece>me outofbafance. Well, I am .
not going to giveyol.1. aJis{6fdo's and dont's; but,1 would like
to take mom.e nt to chaJlenge you to 1.o okatlife. ·.. ... .

can

a
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popular one today especially among nutrition a'.dvoc8.tes. No
doubt you've h~ard 'limit your fat,' 'use salt sparingly,' 'cut

dOWJ1 9n S)Ve'ets' and ~O on, •·• • < •··.. ..•. . •. ••.•.•.•••. ..· .. ·· . .••..••. ··••··•·•. ·• •.
.· ·•. . Think for a 111<>niE)p.t about your edtinghabits. Are
there any excessesyotiJ1¢edto limit? Dosome<;>fyour lirnits
need to be e~ceede4? I~ yol).r eating toorestrictive? 1)() you
have ideas or beliefs that need to be reconsidered? Moder~t!on is ~~metime~ f\jt~iQgthings out; sometiiries ~ddiI)g .•.·.
thirigs and sometimes.Jt1stthinkfog differently: .. <· ·•· ·• ··.·•· ..·.· ·
·. . . An dhow does good. Iiutrition relate tO all oft}iiS? See .

By.Brian Fortin
Staff Writer
· Every weekend students
at RWC spend much of their
evenings drinking alcohol. It
is an unavoidable occurrence
and however much faculty, as
well as a handful of students,
would like to see the problem
reduced, it will still happen.
Therefore last year,
RWC decided to hire substance
abuse specialist, Lorna Hogan.
Part of her job is to conduct
activities during the annual
National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week which recently took place RWC and
colleges across the country.
Alcohol Awareness Week
began on Tuesday, October 15,
when members of the RWC
faculty and staff pledged to
spread a word of being alcohol
aware rri their classes. Then
on Wednesday, Hogan and six
peer educators - Cheryl
D'Aprile, Mark Gafur,Justine
Hoffman, Julie Messina,

Cindy Mott, and Lee Smith worked many hours in decoratingthe dining hall with 350
balloons reading a message to
not drink and drive.
Next on Thursday, students were surprised when at
lunch, non-alcoholic strawberry daquiris and pina
coladas were served. Hogan
says, "This day was very successfuJ and students even said
that the drinks tasted as good,
if not better, without the alcohol. Ifit wasn't for the great
help of Hilary Cassella, Dining Services Nutritionist, that
day would not have been so
successful."
Following that day, ,
faculty and staff were given a
cocktail hour at which they
served non-alcoholic drinks
again. To end up the week's
. activities, Monday, Oct. 21,
was Red Ribbon Day; a day to
honor a drug enforcement officer who died in the line of
duty and to spread the word of
substance abuse.

"Besides having a successful week, we also had
abulletin board 'blitz,' where e
ach dorm unit and floor participated in making an Alcohol
Awareness Week bulletin
board. We took pictures of all
the boards and there will be a
first, second, and third place
winner. Then we will send
these pictures to a national
contest where they may get
some recognition,': Hogan
saikd, adding "The participation from all the dorms and
R.A.s was greatly appreciated
and madethe week a success."
InJanury, the group will
kick off a designated driver
program where drivers will
receive non-alcoholic beverages at many local clubs and
bars.
For more information,
anyone can contact Lorn a
Hogan in 11er office, located in
Dorm I, between the Dean of
Students and Career Services
offices.
I
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Notes from the Main Library:
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"Vend-A-Card" Machine
A one-time fee of $1 gets you a card which is good from then on for copies of7.5 cents
each . More copies can be encoded onto the the card in $1, $5, $10, and $20 incriments.
head in agreement, then }imitations and excesses exist in
)'OUT diet and it's time fcfrY(:>\l ~()take~ seriou~Joqk at your .··
eating habits
attitudes; Try small change this week. ·.
But don't .stop·with eatingpehaViots. ... Take a ·realistic look
.at other areas of your life-and you may find more opportunities to slip in a little moderation.
· ·
.
. The bottom line is this: Moderation if a tool you c~m )
use to improve all aspects of your life. Use iL Become a
balansed person. Enjoy ll.ving better!
·

and

Academic S~udy Center Open After Hours

a

.ln early November, the Academic Study Center will begin to stay open to students after
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~ibrary hours. Its hours will be extended Midnight· 8:00 a.m. Monday thru Thursday.

this .coupon1•••••••••• ..I
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..

!
The s~?~!~~~}.o~~~~o:~~••kend !
commencing on Friday, Nov. 15, 1991. The criteria for the
weekend is as follows :

I
I

*Friday 11/15:

:

*Saturday 1Vl6:

4-7 p.m. Topsides and a "mock"
pep rally
1:00 p.m. Co-ed Senior Flag Foot
ball Game
2:30 p.m. Seniors vs. RWC faculty
and staff
4-8 p.m. Ratt is open for postgame celebration. With the music
of RWC Alumni Mark and Tom,
class of 1991. Pizza will be
served.

*Sunday lVl 7:

1:00 p.m. NY Jets vs. Patriots at
.Foxboro Stadium, Foxboro, MA
*Bus departure will be announced
at the football game Saturday
afternoon.

The Senior class would like all interested faculty to please sign
up and leave their registration with their respective secretaries
by Wednesday Nov. 6, 1991at2:00 p.m.
"'
For registration slips or further questions, feel free to contact
either David Ferreira or Krista Katsapetses in the Senior
Class office at 254-3275.
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--College News-The rise in U.S. minority population discussed at Humanities Colloquium
1

By Wayne Shulman
Staff Writer

"In 1984 the white population in the United States
was 80 percent. By the year
2020 it is predicted that 70
percent of the population will
be white and 30 percent will
be non-white" stated Dr.
James Tackach,School of Humanities who opened the leeture on the Browning of
America: on Oct. 18. Joining
Tackach on the panel was
Frank Mancini editorial writer
with the Providence Journal,
Kate Mele ,School ofHumani"
ties and Ram Gupta ,School of
Engineering.
White women of child
bearing age are averaging 1. 7
children in their lifetime.
' Black women averaging 2.4,
Mexican 2.5 and Vietnamese •
is 3.4. ·Immigration to the
U.S. between the year 16001900 saw 90 percent of immigrants from Europe who were
mostly white. Inthenineteenfourties that number dropped
droppedto60percentandthen
34 percent in the "60's". And
in 1981-83 the percent of white
immigrants from Europe was
11 percent. The new immigrant today is not white b1,1t of

.

an Asian descent. The percent ofimmigrants from South
America is thirty-seven and
from Asia it is fourty-nine
Frank Mancini made it
clear that the browning of
Americ!l is being well per,ceivedbuttheterm"browning"
isanineleganttermtodescribe
the fact that non-whites make
upanincreasingproportionof
our population . Mancini gave
an example from the cover of
Time Magazine "Beyond the
Melting Pot: In the twenty first
century- racial and ethnic
groups in the U.S. will outnumber whites for the first
time. The "Browning" of
America will alter everything
in society from politics . and
education to industry, values
and culture". What puzzled
Mancini was the assertion that
"racial and ethnic groups will
o{itnumber whites". He made
it evident that whites constitute a racial group, which is
itself made up of numberers
ethnic groups consisting of
Italian, Irish, and Jewish.
Mancini noted that by saying
this phrase is equivalent to
saying dogs will outnumber
dogs". Now the "browning"of

·

America will have dramatic
implications for the nation's
political system. Mancini said
"most likely no". There is already a significant difference
in voting behavior among nonwhites. Blacks tend to be very
loyal to th~ Democratic Party
and Asians tend to be more
republican than whites . Hispanics are somewhere in between.
Mancini also noted that
the future ofAmerican politics
will exhibit much more continuity than ·change. In the
future of politics there will be
a first for everything: A secretary of state of Cambodian
background, or a president
whose parents migrated from
Nigeria. When this happens
it should not seem anymore
surprising than it was for us ·
to have a Secretary of state
/ with a Jewish-German accent,
a Catholic President, and
black Chairman of the Joint
chief of Staff.
Mancini wanted us to
remember that this country
had an amazing record to producing unity out of diversity.
History tells us to be bullish
on America and when history

_

talks we should all listen.
Kate Mele,School of Humanities, spoke about
America's changing literary
canon which is the controversy
surrounding the effort to get
the works of non -white authors into the literary anthologies and on'to high school
and college reading lists. "We
are redefining Ame!ican culture by literature," said Mele.
There are more and more native writers or anthologies
which represent the canon . By
expanding the canon what are
weteachingourchildren. Mele·
mentioned the story "A Rose
for Emily," by William
Faulkner. That story is an
example of non-american literature.
Students may even enjoy
or learn more from nonamerican literature. "I tis time
to expand the canon and put
other emphasis on nonamerican literature," said
Mele.
Ram Gupta, School of
Engineering, has been working in the U.S. for almost ten
years. He was born in India
and was a government worke.r.
Before coming to the U.S.,

Gupta also lived in Australia
and Africa. To Gupta everything was different in the U.S,
education and cultural and
social backgrounds. Gupta
wants his children to k eep
their customs, but he is afraid
th~y will lose th eir ethn ic
background. Gupta wants h is
children to become a part of
the mainstream. Ram feel s
Indian children are more disciplined than American children.
"America is the most
open country compared to
other countries,''. he said.
While his was in India someone said to him "Hey, Indian
Man what are you doing here?"
Gupta teaches his children to
be aware of prejudice. He tells
them that "prejudice is out
there, so be careful." Overall
though, he has enjoined being a part of American Life.
Keep in mind that, as a
result of immigration trends,
the number of non -white
United States residents is
growing rapidly. This phenomenon will have profound
economic, political and social
effects on this country which
should effect everybody.

Cancer researcher tells RWC "Our society is healthier today"
By Wayne Shulman

Staff Writer
Richard Pollack of the
National Cancer Institute
opened the lecture on cancer
at the Natural Science Seminar by saying, "We believe everything and everything
causes cancer and that it is a
day to day worry."
Though the rate of cancer has not increased iri the
last sixty years except for skin
and lung cancer. Bladder
cancer and Leukemia have
stayed steady. Stomach cancer had a ten fold increase
since the 1930s. Lung cancer
statistics seem to be increasingfor women and there have
been more lung cancer cases
since the the 30s.
"Our society is healthier
today," said Pollack. Life expectancy is averaging75 years
old and it was 45 at the turn of
the century. There are more
elderly so we are experiencing more cancer.
A Carcinogens test, used
to test for cancer causing
agents, is called the Ames
Test. Bacteria with added
chemicals are added to growth
medium to see ifit undergoes
a mutation. The ending result should be a reverse.in the
cancer causing agent.
- The Ames Test was
tested on pesticides and cancer was found. A problem
with the Ames Test is that it
is not very predictable. A
substance that is a carcinogen
for rats may not be a carcinogen for humans.

When the test was
conducted o~ rats 1ewas found
that it was fifty percent positive. Charbroiled hamburgers have a carcinogen which
causes an increase in cancer.
Tests done on rodents are
used on rats which are small
and short lived.
Fifty percent of all
chemicals used on rodents are
carcinogens. Large doses of
estrogen are known to cause
cancer as well.
Silenium, a -ehemical
which is used to protect
_against cancer, is a carcinogen when given in high doses.
Low doses of Silenium lose
the effect of protection but
moderate doses. protect
against cancer. A few years
ago apples were removed from
trees because of the chemical
AR. which is used to ripe
apples.
A dosage 35,000 was
used on rodents,more than
the daily amount of apples.
Eighty percent of the rats
died. Out of 77 tested for
carcinogens, 33 were found
to have carcinogens. Organic
celery have synthetic chemicals in it as well.
Different work places
and water supply can have a
bearing on why so many different people get cancer. It is
believed that eighty nine
percent of cancers are environmental cancers for example smoking, alcohol and
sunlight. Fifty percent of
cancer cases are caused from
dieting alone. There are also
120 cancer deaths a year from

smoking. Less than two percent of the cancers_are due to
chemicals in industrial societies, for example asbestos
and pollution. Many people
are concerned about saccharin in soda and its relation to
cancer.

Pollack answered a lot of
people's concerns by saying
that it takes 800 cans of soda
a day, with saccharin for a
lifetime to cause cancer.
Pollack ended the lecture
by reminding us that to smoke
and drink, we are running a

significantly higher cancer
risk, which will eventually
catch up with us. a way to
protect against cancer is to
stop smoking and drinking
because it will catch up to us
eventually.
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Have you heard about the Nostradamus prediction?
story that is spreading claims

England coast, threatening to
hit the coast just about anywhere, students began to
though the producers of the think. Though the storms did
show deny having had any little damage here, they did
such psychic on the show. The leave us with an atmosphere
other significant detail of the of the macabre.
story is that some connection
But, amidst the humor
exists between this rumor and of the phenomena, some stuthe
predictions
of dents are apparently taking
Nostradamus, or so everyone
is saying. The details of this
"Each .variation of tlfis
wild-fire rumor have varied
story seems to fit the
across the region. Each
campus on which it is
variation of this story seemS'
spreading."
to fit the campus on which it is
spreading. The RWC variant
of the story claims that the this scare very seriously. A
murder will take place on a group of women students at
coastal campus with a newly- U. Mass Amhearst met with
completed building. The L- officials to get the whole story.
shaped det ail of the story has Some students here at RWC
. also been spread here, appar- expressed the fact that they
ently because the classroom would not be going out on
building is vaguely L-shaped. Halloween. At other schools,
Those who knew about administration officials are a
the story by the time last bit unnerved by the rumor.
week's storms hit were some- Students at Mt. Ida College,
what nervous about the power ·near Boston were confronted
of the storm. As a hurricane with on-campus signs w~rn
loomed somewhere off the New ing them to go home for Hal-

By Samuel R. Gilliland · that the psychic appeared on
Features Editor
the Oprah Winfrey Show, alThe subject of campus
murder can be a disturbing
thought for any student because ~t h a s happened on
campuses of all sizes in all
regions of the country. Add to
that the elements of Halloween and psychic predictions
based on those of Renaissance
psychic Nostradamus and
students will start to get
spooked.
.
Oyer the past few weeks,
a mild hysteria has been slowly
growing to a peak among
students across New England
college and university campuses over a rumor of massmurder. Apparently, a tabloid-talkshow recently featured a psychic's predictions,
which included among other
assorted coming events, the
prediction of the death . of a
sizable group of students as a
result of mass murder, ritual
rite or natural disaster. The

loween.
of this sort are potential for
Students at Providence reality. Theseprophesieshave
Collegewereespe!,!iallyuneasy a tendency to become self-fulduringthe week ofHalloween. filling. Students here are RWC
The P.C. version of the story are now expressing concern
goes something like this: the that some unstable person
massacre is in a small Catho- may take advantage of these .
lie college on a hill in New events by acting out the fulEngland. The specific location fillment of prophesy.
ofthe massacre will take place
On Friday, November 1,
in an L-shaped building near at the University of Iowa, a
a graveyard .. By freak coinci- ·graduate student who was
dence, a Halloween dance was angry that he did not win an
plannedforThursdaynightat academic honor award went
Peterson Recreation Center, on a shooting rampage, killing
an L-shapedbuildingnearthe - four people before he shot
Dominican graveyard. The himself. This happe~ed less
dance was not cancelled . than three · weeks after 23
There is no word on the people were killed in a cafeteria in Killeen, Texas. Alattendence of the dance.
Schools across the though these events do not fit
Northeast are being flooded the description of the predicwith phone calls from con- tion, it is uncanny and somecerned parents and friends .of what unnerving that these
students. All phone calls are events are happening on
receiveing .the the same re- campuses and in small towns.
sponse: the rumor is a hoax, Even those who have no suand there is nothing to fear . . perstitions stopped to think
But is there?
'
about the realism of such an
The real fear of a scare occurrance.
such as this one is that myths

School considers adoption of Greek
. fraternity system; woulq recognize
·~ --- existing frats; forum on Nov: · 18
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By William B. Darby
Staff Writer
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pressure will 1ead to an increase in drinking, saying that
· The college is consider- there is already is enormous
ing adopting a "Greek {fra- pressure in that area.
O' Conn~ll ·, a member of
i ernity/sorority} system," · ·
formally recognizing the
a committee looking into the
fraternity an d sorority possibilit y of adopting the
here and opening the door Greek system, would not comfor others to be established. ment as to whether he was in
On Nov. 18, an open forum favor . or opposed to adoption.
on campus will debate the He did; however; say that
issue of whether or not insti- there are two questions'on t he
tution of.a Greek system will issue that remain unanswered
"further the mission of the to his satisfaction. ·
college;" according ot Dean
The first is th at O'
of Students Karen Haskell. Connell questions why fra The \forum will be at 7;30 ternitiesneedtobe segregated
p.m. in lecture hall 130.
by sex'. While some chapters
lfa Greek system were ofTau Epsilon Phi in the U.S.
adopted, it would grant for- are considering desegregating,
mal school recognition to a this is not representative of a
colony (aspiring chapter) of trend within the organization
the Tau Epsilon Phi frater- or among fraternities or sonity now on campus as well rorities.nationally.
as a developing sorority.
Scott Wallace, ChancelAdoption would also allow lor (head) Q.fRWC's chapter of
other fraterniti es and so- TEP is personally opposed to
rorities to be established on desegregation. He said that
campus. In addition, ·adop- · there is "...a bond you get... "
tion of the Greek system referring to the relationship
could caus~ a change in cam- fostered among young men
pus social life, according to and women in the respective
Director of Auxilliary Ser- organizations, and that desegregation " ... would take
vices William O' Connell.
According to · O' away from what we have ..."
Connell, adoption of a Greek He added that the brothersystem could· lead to an in- hoods and sisterhoods are
creaseinsocialpressurefelt " ... sacre·d ... " and ·· that
among those in fraternities/ seperating the sexes i~ a good
sororities to include them- policy.
0' Connell's · second
selves in the·chosen activity
of the day or night.
O' question relates to the criteConnell does not, however, ria fraternities use to decide
think that . the ·additional - admittance to their organiza-

...

.1

_

:~

tions. He added that RWC's
chapter ofTEP has'never been
able to provide more than
vague answers to this question.
However, O' Connell
cites two ·positives he sees
stemming from adoption of a
greek system. He thinks fraternity/sorority life can h.elp
r eplace' t o' sofne'c<fegtee' the •' '
family individuals miss wh en
they go away to college.· He
also thinks that fraternity life
can h elp create a sense of
family for those who have
never had one. O' Connell
also said that adoption of a
greek system could lead to an
increase in school spirit.
Wallace, though supporting adoption of a greek ·
system, has some concerns he
wishes t o see adressed before
institution. He says that
drinking pressure could
".. :pose a big problem" if new
fraternities/sororities arrive
on campus in the years ahead.
He would also like to see the
institution of. rules by the
school governing fraternity1
sorority actiVities an<l new
fraternities/sororities that arri~e bound by them. AsaTEP
spokesman said: "... down the
road...we want the school to
dictate, we want the school ~
say: this is when you can d~
pledging, this is when you can
do rush ... we don't want you
doing this activity at this .
time ..."
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Information Sessions
o n the
,Resident Assistant
Selection Process
for Spring '92
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Tuesday, November 5, 9:00 p.m.
.RH 3 - Rec. Room

t'Wedne5day. November 6. 6:00 p .m.
'
.
i
Almeida - Rec. Room
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THE ONLY PLACE TO RECEIVE
AN R.A. APPLICATION IS AT AN
INFORMATION SESSIONm
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College News
The Bristol community responds to the possiblity of a law school at RWC
'

.

a new law school," he said.
Town Council Republi"The college has done very well can Mary Parella, reserved
recently with such things as comment until more specific
Reprinted with pennission of the
the
new library and I think it information is released.
Bristol Pheonix
would not be sensible to dilute "There is a very good chance
Local politicians, busi- it all with something as am- thatit won't t!Ven be located in
ness people and even lawyers bitious as the law school. They Bristol but in Providence in- disagree over whether a law would be more wise to em- · stead," she said. "It's too early
school would be good for RWC phasize accreditation and atthispointtodeterminewhat
and good for the toWn.
quality education to make it a effect it will have on the comA study of the law school strong and successful college:" munity ."
proposal, led by Anthony
Others, though, see a law Saturated with lawyers?
Santoro, dean of the Widener school as beneficial to the
Area lawyers are also
University Law School, is community. Mike Mello, split over the proposal. In one
nearing .completion and re- Democratic town councilman, instance, the issue even disults are expected to be an- di sagree s
with
Mr. vided law firm partners and
nounced next month. The Herreshofl's stance. "I think cousins, Al Rego Jr. and John
college must decide whether a law school in Bristol would RegoofthefirmRegoandRego
it wants a law school in the . be a great asset to the com- in Bristol.
first place, and, if so, whether munity," he said. "Especially
"I don't really see the
such a school would be located With t'he economy in the situ- need for it," Al Rego Jr. told
in Bristol or Providence.
ation that it is, any spark that the campus newspaper. "From
In town, opinions are can provide jobs and bring a subjective standpoint, it
many and varied.
more money in is welcome." ·would be detrimental to
The Bristol County
Other Democrats on the making overhead; There is so
Chamber of Commerce is Town Council have voiced much demand for services."
wholeheartedly in favor of a agreement with Mr. Mello. He added that the area is allaw school here, saying it Council Chairman Kenneth ready "saturated" with lawwould be a boost to the college Marshall said he hopes the yers.
.
and to the county economy.
college doesn't take Mr.
His cousin John, though,
"The board would very Herreshofl's opposition as an told the Phoenix he disagrees.
much like to see the proposed accurate barometer of the "A law school would only be a
school of law located on the town's feelings.
big plus for the economy," he
Bristol campus ofRWC," said
"Being ambitious in a said. "The college could esAnne Bates, executive director positive direction is fantastic. tablish itself as a leader. Jobof the Chamber.
If we don't try to encourage · wise, the college has been good
Town Administrator the college to 'go in that di- to the community· and a law
Halsey Herreshoff says a law rection then we will be going school would only enhance it."
school might be too big a step back~ards." A law· school
John Bernardo, a Bristol
for the college, however.
would have a chain reaction Attorney, agrees that a law
"I think the college would on the local economy, helping school in Rhode Island is "long
be spreading itself too thin . the real estate market, busi- overdue ... (lt) would help cretrvingtotakethesteotowards nesses and emp~ym~Qt~ _ _ _:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

By Colin Hynes
Staff Writer

1tbe.
would like to thank the following area
businesses for their donations to 'our
Homecoming Weekend silent auction. These
businesses care about the college community,
so please frequent them when possible.
SUBWAY 397 Metacom Ave.
BAY PATH CYCLES 13 State St.
BE HERE NOW BOOKSTORE · 10 State St.
R & R SPORTS 490 Metacom Ave. (Colt Plaza)
PEABERRY'S 483 Hope St.
,THE LOOK 583-Hope St.
EAST SIDE COPY -458 Hope St.
BUFFINGTON'S PHARMACY 495 Hope St.
DOMINO'S PIZZA 14 Gooding Ave
1776 LIQUORS 597 Metacom Ave.
BALZANO'S PIZZA 567 Hope St.
NEWPORT CREAMERY GoQding Ave.
TWEET BALZANO'S RESTAURANT 180 Mt. Hope Ave.
CAFE BY THE BAY 31 State St.
CUSTOM CAR CARE CENTER 378 Metacom, Warren
SOLITUDES Swansea Mall, Swansea, MA

~

.

ate more accountability to our
politicians and judiciary," he
said. "Economically the influx
of students into our community would put more dollars
into local business."
If establishe,d, the Jaw
school would be the first in
Rhode Island, one ofonly three

states without a law school.
If the law school is built,
the first students would enroll in the program no earlier
thM. the fall of 1993.
The college is expected
to announce plans after a December presentation to the
Board of Trustees.

.B~Aimee Go4604f . . ,

>

· ·Managing :E:ditor : ·
•.

fa"\V

The drafi ~bpy of the feasibili£y study t() establish ·a.
school at RWC has been submitted by C()nsultant

~~~111~~~~;~~a~t1:t!1~~tt~t~·~.:

fe~sibility stµd}'.

'f>reteeding .his ·.· corielusiolls, Saritoro
reports, "After e~haustive analysis, the conclusion of this
study is thiltthe expectatiOns and conclusions expressed by
the
study committee are reasonable.Indeed, itappears
that .the ·.· en:ro1lment goals .and cost estimates were too
pessilliistic.. l{oweirer, the important pointis that there is
no doubt that a
schoolfor Rhodelsland is ayiable and

law

law

:,,~ifi~~~~~l~~~1~~~~0;~:~lf

to enhance the lega1 culture in Rhode Island is "very strong"
within the law profession. "Law schools, especially those
which are the only bne iria state;tend to become important
partners Wit}} the l:)e11ch, bar arid community in the ad.millistrationofjustice.''. ·
..··. Santoro's second conclusion is that many qualified
students would be attractedto a law school in Rhode Island.
"If established," h~ Writes, ''the law school will have the
potential,' with careful nurturing, to become one ofNew
Englalld1s leading law .scpool." · · ·
.
..•.
·.· 'The Visibility; diyerS.ity and academic standing of
Roger Williams College will be erihariced if the law school
is established·~ is Santoro's third corielusion of the feasibil- ·
ity ~tuciy. ·. He.adds th~t the qfrality, diversity and number
of the college's hndergr.aduate applicants would also be
enhanced. SaysSantoro, "The ~ollege imd .the law school
wl)l benefit from linkages between law and disciplines
already wi1Festablished.". . · ···. . .
.· . . .·. . ..... . <
••.. ·· . .•.•• In Saritol"o'sfoutthconclusion,hestatesthatalthough
fhecost of a
's choo(ishighinterms ofdoUars,itwould
provide a "worthwhile benefit t() the general pubJic, especially those prevented fromobtairiing a legal edlJ.Cation for ..
compellirigfamily and occupational reasons. . ·
. .
Last, but rtlost certainly not least, Santoro concludes
by saying,."Its his.t ori cal ties to Rhode Is laI1d' s ·gnly other
law school arid its tra~itionqfpeeking ways to better serve
t}iejmblic s'trohgly s~gges(t}:lat l{oger Will~aws p~ll~ge
should
establish
a law. school."
·. . .
. .
· ..
. . ·.·
.
·· ·.·.· ·..
.

law

<
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:Top Nine Reasons Why Only Half Of The Fresh- :
••men Will Graduate From Roger Williams College-

•
• 9;
•• 8.

.

.• 7 .
• 6.

•
•• 5.
•• 4.
•
•• 3.

.•

• 2. .

•• 1.

.

.•

•
Heavy workload
•
Homesickness
•
Morning ~ickness
, •
•
Fear that the vampire of the bell tower wiH •
•
attack them at midnight
•
Couldn't find the classroom building
•
•
Woke up with a tat.too and a ·Bristol High
•
•
School Student
,,
•
This whole parking dilemma
•
•
Evil.propaganda by jealous Rho_de Island
•
College deans
,
-_
•
That yellow thing brings back bad memories :

•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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The· Messenger

--Editorial/Letters

Crew president clarifies accusations
made in previous letter
To the Editor:

I am writing this letter to clear up some of the accusations voiced against the administration and the student senate by a member of the crew club. This letter was published in the last
issue of The Messen~er. unknown to any of the officers in the club, and does not reflect the
opinion of the crew club.
The administration has done all it can· to aid us in building a strong program. Without the
help of people like William O'Connel, Dwight·Datcher, Matthew White, Thomas Oates, Halsey
Herreshoff, and many others there might not even be a crew team this fall.
.
I would also }ike to address the remark made about the senate freezing out budget. Our
coach resigned in the firstweek of school this·fall leaving us stranded. The senate not knowing
weather we were going to be active followed their normal procedures until they were certain of
our plans. The student senate has done everything to support our, (very demanding at times),
club.
·
I know that some of the varsity members had high hopes of a strong season. Early on in
th.e season some of the changes caused a t emporary set back. The team now has ·a good coach
and is back on it's feet. We will end our season Nov. 23 with our last race against M.I.T. and
Harvard. In February of 1992 we will start our winter training for the spring season. We are
looking forward to our spring season, which si our main season.
We would like to thank all the mentioned people and many others for their continued
support.
Thank you,
George Barnett
Crew Club President

s-tudent disappointed with events during
Native American Week
To the Editor:
/

I am writing to you today as a student of this school, a very concerned student I should add.
My name is Candy Salazar. I am currently the director of the Minority Mentor Program, a
member of MAC, and~ am on the Dean's Diversity Council. The reason for my letter deals with
the recent Native American program that your office sponsored on this campus. I was
personally not aware of any of there fine programs that were scheduled for the entire week until
Monday morning. This was due to my visit to one of my friends who lives in the dorms. l believe
that the idea was a very fine one. The heritage of the Native American people should be valued
among all Americans. It is always good to inform those of us who know little on these subjects.
- It was a definite advantage . What I do not understand is why the advertisement was so la,te.
It should have been posted two weeks ago. the turnout would have been much better and quite
possibly some teachers would have encouraged their students to attend these programs. I also
was overwhelmed at the fact that most commuters did not know of any of these programs.
Either no flyers were posted on the commuter boards, or again they were posted too late. I was
truly disappointed to see the lack of advertisement, and then to hear about the lack of
attendance at the programs.
Another point I feel compelled to bring up 'is the fact that this is National Hispanic
. Month(October). I, as a very proud Hispanic, am disappointed that not one program has been
formulated for this special month. We do have Black History Month in February and now we
celebrated a week of Native American awareness. What !ibout us? I feel disappointed and left
out on this campus; this is my month and nobody knows about it or will know about it. Thank
you for your time.
·
·
Sincerely,
Candy P. Salazar

Student tells crew.member, "S.T ROKE",this!
To the Editor: ·
In response to the Crew member letter by "STROKE" in the last issue of The Messene-er I
find it difficult to believe that there is still one student out there who thinks their club is the
only one got the "short end of the stick." Although your letter screamed for sympathy, I
personally was compelled to laugh. The poor little crew team whose budget was "frozen," along
with every other organization's, really should have the most attention from administration and
the college community. NOT! There are plenty of other" dedicated people" who "work very hard"
for their own organization/clubs, but don't beg for sympathy from everyone on the college
campus. Perhaps you would.like it if every club forfeited their budgets over to the Crew team? ·
Perhaps you should quit whining and learn to deal with it; it's part of life.

Sincerely,
I hate crybabies

ADVERTISING STAFF
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Kristy Meghreblian
ACCOuNT EXECUTIVES
Ed Whalen
Lisa Hathaway, Courtney Walker
DESIGN STAFF
Kristy Meghreblian,
Kris Barone
Lisa Verni BUSINESS MANAGER
Lindsey Johnson
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
To place an ad, please call 254-3229.
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World Series Shows
the Virtue of Patience
By Colin Hynes
Staff Writer

On top of Mount Baldy
By Chris Zammarelli

We've all heard the cliche (or variation ofit) "No matter
Staff Writer
how dark times appear there is·always a light at the end of ·
Hi I'm Chris Zammare Bi, founder of the Men's Hair Organization. Ifyou are losing your
the tunnel." Perhaps some of the luckY. trav~led few have
hair · th~n ~e odds are that your kids will hate you, your wife wiJl leave you, your co-workers
even lived it. The problem that ~xists with cliches, though,
will iaugh at you, your boss will fire you and your drinki_ng budd~es will pour beer ~n you.r he~d
is the impact they lose as they are flexed, twisted an~
_ and refer to you as "Curly," "Baldy" or."Sinead." Lo~k m th.e mirror, look yourselfstrai~?t m
distorted over time.
the eye and say to yourself, "Do I realJy want to l9ok l~ke a stick of Ban. RolJ-on deodorant. My
Anyone who was fortunate enough to follow or, more
. .
guess is that you don't. Neither did these actual hair-loss case studies:.
powerfu1ly yet, view this year's World Series between the
"Hi, my name is Tommy Green. I'm a deejay at a popul~r colJege rad,io station m the state
Atlanta Braves and the Minnesota Twins saw that cliche
of Rhode Island. Recently, I looked into the mirror and I said to myself, Only_r~al losers t~lk
crys~lized to an audience of millions. Each team, whoju~t
to themselves in mirrors.' I knew that this strange behavior, as wen as my habit ofreferrmg
one year ago occupied the last place graveyard of the.ir
to the R.W.C. Student Senate as "Geraldo's Posse," was caused by my hair loss. That's when
respective divisions were revived in .momentous splendor m
I calJed the Men's Hair Organization. Now, I have a full head of hair and the Student Senate
Arnerica;s pastime's most prestigious and watched event. It
.has dropped that nasty lawsuit against me."
·
.
,
.
was the first time in major league baseball history that this
"Hi, my name is Isaak Wal1er. When I was bald, ev~n-pr.ostitutes w?uldn t go to bed with
feat had ever been accomplished.
_
. ·
me. However, now that I have a full head of hair, there is.a hne of prostitutes at my bed~oom
But it was the magnificent fashion by which it ocurred
Window."
·
.
· .
,
.
that truly accentuated the essential point of this "overcom"Hello, I'm Doug White, popular TV anchorman. I don't actually be lo~~ to the Men ,s Ha~r
ing adversity" motif. In one of the most electrifying playoff
Organization, but they're paying me a seven-digit figure to say that I d~. J ommgthe ~en s Hair
series in all of sports, we watclled alegend unfold before our
Organization was probably the greatest idea I ever had, next to gettmg_the words Natale A
very eyes. It was this electricity that kept America on the
,
.
:
Sicuro' tattooed just above my bellybutton."
edge of their sea}s and it was this spiri~ that_touched our
"Hello, my name is Victor Van Stubbledeebum ~he third and I liked the Men's Hair
nation's emotions.
Organization so much that I bought the company."
.
This series was possssed by that special aura that
·
Now, you are probably asking yourself, "Is there anything worse t~an w:atchmg~he ?B~
accompanies any event of magnitude. The tearing down of
Thursday Evening Line-Up?" But you are also wondering about the Mens Hair Orgamzat10n s
the Berlin Wall had it, the Clarence Thomas hearings had it,
method ofhair replacement. Well, some of those lesser-quality hair replace~ent clubs ~h.at you
and on a less politically oriented scale, the 1991 World
see advertising on TV use such things as the Polyfus~ method, ~he chemical Monoxi?il, an.d
Series had it.
,
taping sheep wool to your head to replace lost hair. However, w? at_the Men s Hair
This year's World Series permeated the vicarious
Organization use a method we like to call the staple method. What we do is hang aroun~ barber
boundries too often applied through the electronic media of
shops and collect all the cut hair at the end of the day. Then, when a customer comes m to get
couch potatoes and armchair quaterbacks. It brought to our
a new head of hair, we staple this hair to their head. After the bleeding stops, you've got the
living rooms _the sense of actual participation that all events
luxurious head of hair that you only dreamed about having before. .
,
of such epic proportioons hold.
If
you
are
interested
in
joining
the
Men's
Hair
Organizat~oi;i, thei;i I su~e~t that y.ou co~e
· Anyone poetically perceptive enough could realize that
down to our offices located in the basement of the RWC Admm1strabon bwldmg. Bnng with
what was ocurring extended far beyond the ensuing chamV()ll RH t.hP. money ;OU have in the bank, any vaJ~able jewelry lying around the house; and YO?-r
pagne and championship rings: The series'_ true:b~!l.~ty was
its ability to let us venture a bttle deeper mto the•realm of , first~born child.: In just a few painful hours, you'll go from ''Willard Scott:! to '~~attick S'."'ay.ze,
only with more acting talent." And don't forget, I'm not only ~he Men~ H~ir <?rgamzabon
human condition of athletics and ourselves. It iJlustrated
president, but I'm also an escaped felon from the Adult Correctional Institution m Cranston,
that justice does exist through perseverance, will and most
Rhode Island.
importantly patience and that last place (in any capacity) is
merely temporary.
A note to readers of The Messene-er: Doug White does not have the words "Natale A.
The journey to the faint flicker at the end of that tunnel
Sicuro"
tattooed.above his bellybutton. However, he does have an R.W.C. Hawk tattooed on
may seem infinite to many , especially in an economy
his forehead.
inundated with out of work Ph.D.'s, credit union scandals
and where the reward for 20 years ofloyal.service is a pink
slip and a swift kick in the ass out the door. It may even at
times seem microscopic, but it does exist .
. CongratulationstotheBraves_andtheTwinsformaking
that illumination a bit more visible and giving it structure in
such a captivating way.
. ._ ...,.....,,. . .. :.. . in governmel1t iind ·. other powerful
·-------. places,lo extend a high dei
gree of confroi overpeople.
This is substantiated by tl~ e
~reate a dynamic first impressionfacfthat most of these envi-

de~ires•· or-•• some;

ioith a professional resume by

R • T • C • IMPRESSIONS
ResJ.lllles • Typing • Career marketing

on earth faces c;ertain
destruction if we continue to drive."
·.

Complete service, from development
to printing. <;:over letters. Follow-up
letters. Free consult. - ·-

346 Wood Street, Bristol, 253•8970

10% .student discount ·
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The knowledge ·of foreign langU,age is a necessity RWC should consider
to be doingfo1· every student is
send · them off in the "real
world" with much knowledge
of the world's cultures and
Let me just say that I their languages. In other
- walked out with a better un- - words, RWC should be sendderstanding of what I want ing off their graduates with a
out of my education.
multicultural background ktIt was Monday evening, cludi!lg the knowledge of a
after Henry G. Cisneros, foreign language.
former mayor of San Antonio,
Now ,,some of y01,i may be
Texas, spoke to a small audi- wondering what exactly
ence of students and faculty. "multicultural" means. To my
His message for that evening comprehension, it means that
was clear · - what will the people _should be expected to
United States have to do to learn a foreign culture and its
persevere as a super power in language to be able to succeed
the next century? The answer in the real world. With this
-a society with a knowledgable knowledge people are able to
and multi cultural back- look at the world through a
ground.
different window; a larger,
What h e said sparked a clearer window. Actually the
few loose wires in my mind, · more know~dge" one learns of
and I began to relate what he different cultures and -Ianwas saying to Roger Williams guages, the larger, clearer, and
College. I thought, "How ironic more detailed the window beth at RWC invites this man to comes . .
speak, considering that what
I know some of you are
he said a college should have wondering what the actual
andbedoingasaninstitution, purpose of a multicultural
was exactly what RWC did background serves. Well,
not haye and was not doing." folks,forthoseofyou who have
All right ... all right. Ev- not noticed some strange oceryone must be wondering currence since the birth of our
what! am talking about, right? nation, there are variety of
Well for anyone not at Mr. different cultures that come
Cisneros' talk, I will explain into this country every year.
what he said in a nutshell: Even though these people do
What~y'sinstitutionsneed- . not sail in to the sight of the

By Btian· Fortin
Staff Writer

Statue of Liberty holding her
torch, they do come with basic
hopes and dreams of a better
life. Back in the 1950's and
1960's there was a surge of
French Canadians', ' Italians
and Portuguese moving into
the country. Today as we ~an
clearly see, there is a surge of
Hispanics and Asians coming
into our nation. Many people
say we should learn Spanish
because the Hispanics are
going to become a powerful

"My point is that RWC
needs to fertilize the
foreign language twig of
academics."

group in our nation. I thi!lk
not , and I have my many reason s that becomes a different
subject -altogether. What is
important to point out is what
Ci sneros
said,(and
I
paraphase,) "We should not
expect to go to foreign countries and expect them to speak
our language so that we can
communicate. And people
from foreign countries should
not come to the U.S. and expect
us to speak their . native
tongue. There needs to some
understanding and no com-

promises."
. As he says, it is important, very important, t6 have
the knowledge of foreign cultures and languages simply
because out nation's business
with otherworldly nations will
only increase and definitely
not decrease. To keep our·.
nation in the spotlight, to
make our nation thrive in the
next century, means to educate ourselves, not just walk
off at the sound of Pomp and
· Circumstance, with degree in
hand, thinking that everything will be fine and chipper
for the rest of our lives. It
probably will not.
. To solve this problem it
must now fall upon the
shoulders of our administrators. What should have begun
back in our elementary years
of schooling, is exactly what
we need to have now - some
multicultural enlightment; let
us call it the re-renaissance of
Anierica.
Now please do not mis· understand me, I am not sayingthisabsolutelypertainsto
everyone, however it does
pertain to many. My point, to
make it rather explicit, is that
RWC needs to fertilize t,he foreign language twig of academics; possibly to make it at
. best a branch.

Even though the situati on sounds ironic, it does seem
that RWC administrators are
expressing some desire to
make the RWC environment
into a multicultural environment. For example, orientation posters read the slogan:
Discovering our cultural
. heritage. (I suppose if one discovers long enough, one will
find that we all originated from
one foreign country or another.) However RWC needs
more. It needs more than articles written about Asian
students attending school. It
needs more than library case
displays showing some si:ipposed diversity. It means more
than including Italian day in
the dining h all. It involves
more than putting together
multicultural activities.
The solution appears _to
be right under our noses: remove the invisibl~ boundaries
that separate our two worlds.
. Let culturally different people
live in our dorms. Let them
learn with us in our classes.
When both cultures are
pushed together in the living
and learning environment,
then that may become · the
most educational part of every students' education.

Mr. RWC: Respectable or Ridiculous?
By Sean Lewis
Staff Writer
I've often wondered what
exactly makes men do some of
the things they will do to get
the attention of women. Don't
get me wrong, I've had my fair
share of embarrassing moments with girls. Like the
time in fourth grade when I
t ried to impress Heather
Blackbum, the object of recess
infatuation, by trying to "surf'
on my Huffy. There I was,
perched on the seat of my bike
when I suddenly realized how
stupid I must look. The other
.thing I learned is that even in
the summer when the sun
softens it up, asphalt still
hurts when it comes in contact
with your face.

What I'm getting at is
then when women get up on
that some of us just haven't
stage and do the same thing.
had the pleasure of eating And what about all those
that asphalt yet. RWC has
Sports Illustrated swimsuit
its fair share of these unfor- ' calendars I see around camt unate individuals, a number
pus?" Ithoughtherpointover,
of whom made an appearbut when·I looked on stage my
. ance at the Mr. R.W.C. conmind was , the farthest away
test.
from
swimsuit calenders as it
For those of you not in
will ever get.
attendance, Mr. R.W.C. is
One of the contestants,
kind of the Miss America
complete with fishing ha.t and
contest, Contestants compete
B.u dweiser shirt, was exposin four categories, including ing his beer gut to the delight
formal wear ~nd casual wear.
of the girls in the front row. I
Both of these were redefined
couldn't understand it. Was
·for me by the contestants' aplife for women, as objects of
parel. I never realized a Gbeauty, so pressing that their
string constituted casual
only form of pleasure was to
wear, as one contestant was
sisterly bond in the spectacle
under the impression.
of the male, once again trying
"Lighten up," said my
to surf that Huffy?
girl(riend, who I had coerced
As things wound down,
into going. "It's no different
thetalesofalmostbeingswal- .

lowed in the undertow while ·you want to see who won?"
making love off the diving asked my girlfriend. I just
platform of a boat (I almost shook n;tY head. There were a
cracked a smile at that one, few more males that night who
but the grin my girlfriend had joined the ranks of the great
on made me kind of nervous) asphalt eaters. Somehow, I
and. the pelvic thrust count get this feeling that given the
well into the triple digits, I chance , they'd go back for
began to get up to leave. "Don't seconds.

~,_~

7 Days a Week from >·II PM
.20 Varieties of Pizza
35 Varieties of Qrinders

Salads
Ci.Y!"OS

Spaghetti

2;1-2;;0

Delivery In Bristol Only

-,

Bristol House
of' Pizza·

·"The Best Pim Around"

55 State Street

Bristol
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Commentary-. The Homecoming Fair: ·You can make them
show up, but you can't make them have fun
Photos by Mark Kasok

By Samuel R. Gilliland - - campus for a major event. The · fair. When asked why no booth

•

Features Editor:

addition of Parents' Weekend existed to represent the stuprovided a guarantee that dent senate, president Mike
A young campus faced most students-would remain Turner was heard saying that
with little tradition has:to ~~campus for the weekend. - they were represented
learn how to create tradition.
In an effort to boost through all the other clubs.
In order to cr~ate tradition, - attendence of the club and G<>od excuse. Senate seems to
events on campus have to. be _ o~anization fair, the student be living up to its reputation
successfulenoughforstu~ents · senate issued a mandatory as government in its truest
to want to atte!id thefolluwirig participation policy, stating form.
,
year. Thehome·comingevents that those clubs that did not
Eventhoughthenumber
of a few weekends ago inay or participate would be fined a of people was at an all-time
may not be wntten into the percentage of their funding. high,thoseinattendencewere
Although this policy was an hard-pressed to find signifibooks of RWC tradition-.
The fair was successful ethically questionable move, cant activity. _The lack of
in some respects due to smart_~: the fair was more successful performers, such as student
planning by Its organizers. _ in terms of attendence than bands _and other musicians,
The combination of Hom~~ the attendence of past events. left -the fair somewhat decoming with Parents' Week- '""Ironically, the student senate flated. Duetothesportevents
end brought more peoj)1e to itselffailedtoshowattheclub located near the fair, the fair
~~~~!!l!'~!!!!!
had toremain somewhat quiet.
Students and parents were left
to walk from table to table.
The larger the organization's
budget, the more attention
they could afford to attract.
As a result, many smaller organizations' tables were left
unnoticed.
Another problem with
the fair that the student senate failed to forsee involved
the indirect shortchanging of
many clubs. After the fair

Because ofrigorous overwas over, many clubs and 'organizations realized that they planning, the day's events
didn't even break even. The lacked the spontenaity that
losses tliat many clubs and they could have possessed.
organizations faced put the Past events have been acwhole fair into perspective: -companied by a live-let-live
some clubs could have stayed kind of attitude. Those who
home and lost just as much by attended past events felt that
not showing. At least by not it was important to attend and
showing up, there would have therefore chose to attend.
been a lot less hassle involved. Homecoming events were
So, when many clubs come to clouded by the attitude that
the student senate asking for many organizations were
additional funding, at least present simply because they
·couldn't afford not to show up.
they'll have some idea why.

Ci\QEEQ CUQQENT0
WHAT DO YOU THINK-CAREER SERVICES OFFERS?
"Jobs ... all kinds ofjobs. I don't really know."
- Chris Burns, fresluna:n

"It's a place you can go t6 get some direction on~what you want to do."
- Kristin Bennet, junior

''I heard it offers information on majors -and gives you guidance.''
- Jen Vizzo, sophomore

Resu111e Wcrks~cip

DECLARE YOUR MAJOR DAYll!
All Undecided Majors

Put Yourself 011 Paper!!!

Come Talk with Your Peers

tl_or1111

Students From All 8 Schools
Wiii Be Available to Help

You Decidelll

Fllfe~,,
- . -rlCEJ·
Bayroom

6:30 II 7:30 PM -

'

T~e Meetiqg Place
Nov. li, 1991

3:00PM
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Off Campus
The Studio offers an alternative to the bar scene
By James Rice
Staff Writer

It all started when the
space became available after
Eliza's was closed down. "We
Have you ever wondered basically just cleared the place
if there was an alternative out and painted it. It took
place to go in Bristol on a over a month - just plain and
Friday or Saturday night? Are simpl~ hard work." s'aid _M ary
you bored of the usual Dondero, also a resident artGillary's, Topside, Comon Pub ist. The idea of opening it up
thing? Well you're in luck. to the public sprung from the
The Studio, located
at 1 State Street, on ·
the
second
floor,(where Eliza's
used to be) is a soothing change of atmo- ·
sphere.
The Studio is
just that - an art studio. The studio is
shared by four artists,
and on the weekends
the public is invited to
sit in. Mary Dondero,
Linda Difenna, Loren
Chen,
and
Val
Bruzzient the space.
All artists are also art teach- fact tha.t a liquor license is
ers. Mary Dondero teache.s at included in the lease. Now
RWC and RISD and owns the place is a thriving haven
Silktone (your one stop sign for artists, art lovers, musishop) across the street. Linda cians and anyone else with
Difenna teaches at the RISD that creative spirit.
Last winter, The Stumuseum. Loren Chen is a
visiting artist from China, and dio received a small grant
Val Bruzzi is a full time art from the Rhode Island Counteacher in the Cranston RI cil for the Arts. It provided
school system.
funding for the artists at The

Studio to offer some art classes
and workshops to the Bristol
community. There has also
been occassional figure drawing workshops. "Although we
have offered classes to the
community with the space
here, we do not want to be
seen as a school, we are a studio of practicing artists who
like to share our work
and interact with the
public."
"he Studio is not
just a place to go and
appreciate what people
are doing. It is an 1nspiring atmosphere
where participation is
often the whole fun of
being there. "One night
someone brought in a
whole bunch of slides,
we set up a projector
and had a good time.
Art, painting, musi,
and dance all have a
place for expression." says
Dondero. It is a place where
people meet people and share
ideas.
The Studio is a superrelaxed casual place, where
intelligent conversation and
mello jazz replace the typical
blaring music and shallow social scene of the other area
bars," states Joe McHarris, a

Photo by Erica Lariviere

The Studio, home to four artists, is located on State St.
fifth year architecture student.
The Studio is open to

the public on Friday and Saturday nights from 8:00 pm to
1:00 am.
'-

Next time you get hungry come to D'angelo for
delicious subs, salads, pokltets, frozen yogurt & ice cream.
,-----------~---------------------,

:

. 2 for 1 on all subs!

:

I .
"
I
I
Exp.
11-17-91
(401)
253-8885
576
Meta~om Ave.
1
576 MetacomAve.
Bristol, RI 02809
1 Open until 2 a.m.
a
I
(401) 253-8885
t
~----------~----------------------~ Fri. and Sat.
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~Spotlight--

Michael McDevitt: comedian,_athlete, chairperson
By Chris Zammarelli
Staff Writer

it actually sounds a lot like a
car ad. You can almost hear
"The Battle Hymn of the Republic" humming in the back. ground as you read it. Mike
found iUronic that his name
was misspelled wrong in the
pamphlet.- "Usually they
misspell it 'McDivitt', not
McDevett."
Mike McDevitt is many
things at RWC. Among these
he is a Business Administration major and a Legal Studies minor. He is a member of
the Student Business Organization and of the Senior
Class Executive Advisory

Board. He plays intramural
floor hockey, a sport that he
The Campus Entertainhas been playing, on floor and
ment Network has a small
on ice, since age four. Howpamphlet that is designed to
ever, most people on campus
encourage RWC students to
know him as the King of
join. This pamphlet contains
Comedy or, as his close pera quote from Mike McDevitt
sonal frienss call him, the
that said, "The Campus EnComedy Chairperson for the
Campus Entertainment Nettertainment Network has enwork.
abled me to grow personally
and professionally. I am proud
It is Mike's duty to bring
and fortunate to be an intricate
the finest comedians from
part of what I believe to be the
Boston and New York to enheartbeat of the Roger Wiltertain the students of RWC.
~iams campus."
He is the man responsible for
When I talked to Mike
bringing such popular acts as
about this quote, he said that
Randy Levin, Dan Hom (Totally Terrific Candy Salazar
co-booked Hom with Mike),
.and Mr. RWC himself, Vinnie
Favorito, to . perform in the
Comedy Cellar, located in That
Place on most Wednesday
nights. Mike said that he tries
to book comedians whom he
believes will _please the majority of students. This infor- ·
mation is given to him by his
panel ofexperts, known as the
Comedy Committee.
Anyone who has ever
come into contact with Mike
knows that he is the perfect
choice for the position of Comedy Chairperson. It seems
Photo by Mark Kasok
that he is never without someAmong his other activities, Mike McDevitt is the Comedy thing witty to say about someone or something. Mike said
Chairperson for the Campus Entertainment Network.
j

-.;::,

that he seems to have a natural
ability to make fun of any
situation, including such
unfunny situatfons as funerals. One of .Mike's fortes is
impersonations. Included in
his repertoire are Robin Leach,
Don Knotts and Casey Kasem,
all of whom he imitated at the
recent Amateur Comedy
Night. He writes his own
material, including a longdistance dedication to Anita
Hill from Clarence Thomas
/
that said:
"For many years you
were my friend
And just a few days ago
it all came to an end.
Yes, you tried to ruin
my life.
Hey, maybe it's because
you don't like my white wife!
Well, I hate to break it
to you, hon,
But I won!"
Mike said that his friends
always encourage him to do
comedy. He added, however,
that a problem with comedy is
that what may be funny to
your friends may not be funny
to another group of people.
But this doesn't mean· that
Mike doesn't take this encouragement into consideration,
because, he said, "Everyone
tells me I can do it." One of
Mike's goal!:! for the school year

is to perform at an open-mike
night at a local comedy club.
(Amateur Comedy Night is an
example of an open-mike
night.)
Mike's comic ability can
be traced back to his childhood
in Guilford, Conn. He described his household as "a
breeding ground for comedy."
He said, "Ifl ever wrote a book
about my house, I'd be a millionaire." He talked about
indoor B.B. gun wars, toilet
paper fights and food fights
using, "bananas_, rice pilaf,
whatever we could get our
hands on." In high school,
Mike was voted class comedian.
During our conversation,
various women sat down next
to Mike to breathe in the scent
of his cologne. This led to the
obvious question, "What about
your affair with Ivana
Trump?" Mike was reluctant
to discuss this, so instead we
talked about what the future
holds for him. He is planning
on going into sales when he
. graduates, but he may go into
comedy, "depending on the job
market."
And remember what the
man they call House always
says, "Take it easy and if it
feels good, take ittwice." Good ·
advice for everybody, I believe.

STUDENT BUSINESS ORQANIZATION
The Student Business Organization
welcomes ,

HAKKYCKUMP
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Crump is the President of AFC-A, a 64-year old ~
company that manufactures armored, cable,
flexible, conduit, and modular living systems. ·
. Crump will discuss his experiences in business.

of operations, marketing, and new-product
·

·

·

Date: Monday, Nov. 4, 1991

Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: The Bayroom

All Students are Welcome
to Attend

this Informative Discussion
on Crump's rise to success! .
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As president, he is involved in the managing
development.
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Cf~e Stude11t Busi11ess Orga11izatio1t is curre11tly

seekiqg ca11didates * for Spri11g electio11s to be
~eld Decell1ber 11.
·

Executive Board El.ectfo~s:
~ Vice~Preside11t

·Treasurer
• NEW MEMBERS WELCOME TO ~R<J'ICI~TE
IN THE ELECTIONS!!!
~tte11d t~e 11ext IQeeti11g for 1JlOre·11lforIQatio1111.. 1s ;01
hp t~e ~UIQqi RooIQ (located hp t~e Rec. Ceqter)
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--In the Spotlight.June Ferreira: the woman behind the·voice
By Susan E. Cicchino
Entertainment Editor
Every member of the
RWC · community has called
the switchboard, on many
occasiosn, and been answered
with a polite voice that con. nects us with the desired extension/telephone number.
Who is the woman ~ind that
voice?
June Ferreira, a Bristol
. resident, has been operating
the switchboard and answering our calls for the past five
years.
June, who originates
from East Providence and is a
graduate of East Providence
High School, says she loves
working with the students.
"I really enjoy the students," said June, "They make
me laugh and they make me
sad. One girl had me crying
with her."
June, who has been
married for 30 years and has
three sons, aged 22, 24, and
28, says she is good at recognizing voices, but she is terrible with names. It is easy to
connect faces with voices, June
said, but it's difficult remembering names.
She also said, "It's funny
··becauselknowthevoicesover

the phone, but the person
walks by and I don't know
' them."
Before operating the
switchboard, June worked in
thecafeteriafortwoyearsfrom
1986· to 1987. "Now that's
. hard work;" June said, "I love
this job better."
Before RWC, June
worked as a hairdresser for 26
years . Trendsetters on
Metacom Avenue was one local salon where June clipped
hair. Now,Junesaid,sheonly
cuts her husband's and her
sons' ha:ir.
One thing June enjoys
most about her job, she said, is
the diversity of the people she
gets to meet and talk to. She
also enjo:;s getting to know
the students parents on the
phone. It is most interesting,
June said, to speak with parents and students from different countries. June spoke
to a woman from Singapore
just the other day, as the
woman ~wanted to send her
daughter flowers. If there
should be a language difference, calls are then referred to
the International Center.
When students have florist deliveries, June calls the
students herself. Only once in
. three years, June said, were

flowers not picked up, as the
student had gone home for the
weekend.
The people are really
funny over the phone, June
said. Some have been nasty
towards her, but the majority
of the people are nice, June ·
said. If a person becomes
abusive, June does not have to
continue the call. However,
she has never had to disconnect a call.
Also, th.e switchboard's
new system has made an- .
swering calls much easier.
"The pressure isn't so great
anymore," June said. The new
system, which was put into
effect last May, has made answering all of the phone calls
possible.
The busiest time for
phone calls is just before and
during September and January registration, June said.
She also mentioned that
people tend to think the summers are slow. But, according
to June, they are just as busy
with calls inquiring about
courses and preparation for
the upcoming semesters. Each
summer gets busier, she said.
June said she gets many
calls asking for directions on
campus, as well as off. Visiting families, as well as those

Photo By Erica Larivier

June Ferreira is literally the "campus connection."
whocall,often askJuneabout
places to eat and stay overnight, as well as asking where
"there's good pizza."
Lately,June said she has
received many calls on the new
law school. People often call,
thinking they have reached,
Bristol Community College,
Roger Williams Hospital and
Roger Williams High School,
June said. If she has the real
number available, June is kind
enough to give it to them.
June said she tries to stay
on top of what events l:!re hap-
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Pizzas
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pening on campus, in order to
answer student questions.
Lastly, June said she
should write down all of the
strange phone calls, which
begin with, "I have a weird
question ..." June said, "They
usually are."
June always answers our
questions with, "Thank you."
From the students atRWC, as
well as the parents of students
and prospective students,
"Thank you June."
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sports

After a successful rookie season, ~~~
women's soccer ·establishes
itself in RWC athletics·
By Neil Nachbar

Copy Editor

'

Before this ·year there
was never a women's soccer
team at RWC. Now women's
soccer is one of the most
promising programs. Somewhere in between there was a
lot of hard work and determination.
Qn the first day of practice, 22 players showed up - an
impres·sive figure for any new
team. "There was a lot of
excitement because it was a
brand new sport," said senior
Amelia Bearse. "Plus, it was a
short season and a lot ofpeople
wanted to play for Dave."
"Dave" is Dave Kemmy.
When he's not coaching soccer,
he serves as RWC's sports information director. Kemmy
has coached soccer on the high
school and college level for
several years.
"Dave gave us a ·1ot of
support. He's 'a n excellent
coach," said sophomore Deb
Spooner. "He kept telling us
we don't have anythingto lose,
all we have is to gain."
"For a first-year team,
people didn't expect much from
us," said Bearse. Why would
they? Here's a team that has
never played together before
and didn't have the chance to
do any recruiting. The talent
level ranged from having
never played before to a few
years of high school ball.
But it didn't take long
for the Hawks to ·show that
they were much more than a

bunch of women who thought
it would be "neat" to kick a
ball around for a c~uple hou~s
a day.
Sept. 24 they established themselves as a team
that better not be taken
lightly. The Hawks crossed
the bridge to Salve Regina
College, where they upset the
· defen ding Commonwealth
Coast Conference Champions,
1-0.
The game proved not to
be a fluke, as RWC finished 42 in the conference and 5-4
overall.
"I think a lot of teams
figuted, :'fhey're a new t eam,
how can they play well together," said Spooner. "They
weren't worried about us."
"A number of coaches
commented on how well we
played," said Kemmy. "Many
were surprised."
Although Kemmy was
impressed with the number of
women who came out for the
team and the quality of some
of the players, he was only
able to use 12 or 13 players
consistently all season.
The team's lack of depth
took its toll during the CCC
Tournament, when the Hawks
had to play three · ~ames in
four days. Several players
suffered a variety of minor
injuries, including Bearse who
got kicked in the knee against
Regis College. She played the
rest of the weekend, but with
pain.
After defeating Regis in
the openinground'o fthe tour-

On

nament, 4-3, the Hawks faced
Salve in the semifinals. Al.though 'RWC out-performed
its opponent, Salve avenged
the early-season loss, winning
1~0. "We dominated Salve
throughout the game," said
Kemmy. "We out-played and
out-hustled them. It was unfortunate to end on a down
note."
The Hawks lost the third
place game to New England
College, 2-1 , in overtime.
The team will be graduating six players: Bearse,
Lauren DiStasio, Dara
Bassock, Lisa Ferris, Courtney
Walker and J en . Johnson .
Bearse, Bassock and Ferris
served as the team's tri-captains. DiStasio led the team
in scoring with eight goals and
four assists. She took an ·astounding62 shots (in only nine
games).
Ferris was a strong presence in the midfield. "Lisa
was our stopper," said Kemmy.
"She controlled the midfield."
Ferris scored two goals against
Regis, including the gamewinner.
Bassock played outstandingin goal forthe Hawks,
but was injured in practice on
Oct. 17. She had allowed only
four goals in five games and
had 66 saves.
Tanya
Dunniclifftook Bassock's place
in the next game against Anna
Maria College. The Hawks
won, 6-0. In the second half of
the · Regis game, freshman
Lauren .McSweeney took her
tum in net. "Lauren was ner-

Photo by Mark KasOk

Sopho111ore Deb Spooner fights for positioning while
senior Arneiia Bearse looks on.
yous but she played very well,"
said Kemmy. "She made some
'
nice saves."
Kemmy was pleasantly
surprised with the team's defense. "Theyplayedalotbetter
than I thought they·· would.
Samantha Donahue did an
outstanding job at sweeper."
Based upon the team's
successful debut this season,
Kemmy sees a lot of opportunity for growth. "The potential exists for soccer to be the
number one female sport at
RWC. Soccer ·is an up-andcoming. sport in America." ,
Although next year's
team will miss the contributions made by this year's seniors, three of the team's top
five scorers will be returning:
Spooner, Melissa Iacovelli and
Tracy Wilchusky. "Tracy will
be a ·more dominating player
next year and Candy (Casucci)
will assume Ferris' r ole as

stopper," said Kemmy.
Kemmy would like to do
some heavy recruiting for next
year's squad. "I would like to
bring in 10 new players," said
Kemmy. "The fact that we did
as well as we did in our first
year should help attract play-ers. Plus, incoming freshmen
might be sold on the idea that
they'll have an opportunity to
play right away."
Next year Kem my would
like to double the number of
games in the schedule to 18
and would like half the games
played at home. This year the
Hawks only' played one home
game.
In the past couple of
years, female sports at RWC
have suffered from numerous
coaching changes and lack of
participation. Women's soccer
may be just the boost in the
arm the program has needed.

Rugby team boasts·
an undefeated record
\

By Traci Ridder

Staff Writer

.

r-

This weekend the -only
undefeated team at Roger
Williams will be heading to
the University of Maine and
the New England Finals. This
team is actually a · club, the
Rugby club to be exact. "This
isthebestwehaveeverbeen."
Said Senior Phil Zerofski, "We
haveagreatchanceofwinning
the whole thing."
For the past several
years teams from this area
have won tne division title.
"Since we won all the teams
that have held the title in the
past we have good chance,"
said Zerofski.
The finals have the top
two teams from each division
competing. Roger Williams
competes in Division II. They
have played and defeated,
Bryant College, Babson College, The Coast Guard Academy,MassMaritimeandtheir
toughest opponent, Providence College.

· According to Sarju Patel,
a senior, "The game against
Providence College was really
important. They play viciously
and dirty so it is important
that we won against them."
Zerofski feels a major
strength of the team is their
unity. "We are like a family
and we all work well together.
We have a lot of skilled ath· letes and very smart players
who can look at a situation as
. it arises and can work with it.
. Marshall Hugins, who is also
a captain of lacrosse, and Rafi
Kahn are new players to the
teamwhohavefitrightin. We
Photo by Mark Kasok
have put them into the game
Rugby team plays a recent match in front of the Architecture building.
without skipping a beat."
have similar budgets), we are buses. This comes from
Last year the team game.
Lately there has been not funded by the athletic de~ Dwight Datcher, Head of Athgraduated several players ineluding Keith Engstrom and controversy about the team partment. We have to pay for letics,,and eliminates the use
·Auggie Roma but with re- and the amount ofmoney they referees, field time arid ath- and liability of personal cars.
So, while most of the
turning players like Patel, who receive from the Student.Sen- letic equip_ment - including
college
is celebrating the HalZerofski
doesn't
feel
that
ate.
·
uniforms.
We
even
have
to
has been playing rugby for 16
loween weekend, the Rugby
years in Africa, and Tim GoQd, the negativity affects the make our own goal posts."
who will be graduating in team. "The people who com- . - \ The team also has to pay Club will be traveling six hours
December, the team has re- plain don't know that we pay for transportation expenses. to the University of Maine to
mainedast1"9ngcontenderand a lot of money because unlike All club teams are now re- see if they can capture the
has been able to fine tune their lacrosse and basketball(who quh:ed to travel in vans . or Div:ision II championship.

r
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Sports==--Profile: Terri Welch
By Neil Nachbar
Copy Editor
-A large ' m1mber of students go through college, get
their degree, .and not much
more. But there are some
students who go thr<>ugh college and receive more than a
certificate proving that they
graduated.
Unlike many students at
RWC, junior Terri Welch is
taking full advantage of her
stay in school.
Welch is not only a leader
on the volleyball and softball
teams, but is involved in tu~
toring, the Elizabethan Soci- ·
ety, chorus and attends
countless school activities.
She also works 16 hours a week
in Health Services. If that
wasn't enough, she would become an alcohol peer educator and get involved in theater, hall council, Tbe Messen2J!r and become an alcohol
·
peer educator.
While Welch-may be an
extreme example of someone
who chooses to get involved,
she has a hard time understanding the -apathetic attitude of some students .
.~"It· bothers me · that
people don't do anything," said
Welch. "So many students
complain that there's nothing
to do, but there's so much that
students miss out on. Everything seems to get such a poor
turnout."
· When Welch isn't play-

S

ing a sport, she likes to sup- home." Welch is from Orford,
port the other teams. "It's N.H,, a small, rural town in
good to -watch the ot}ler which everyone knows each
teatps," said Welch .. "I think other.
they apprec~ate it. I know
The volleyball team has
that I appreciate it when stu- exemplified this small-town
dents come to watch my feeling. "The volleyball team
games."
has ended up like a little famWelch has always been ily;" said Welch.
·
an active person. "My mother
Welch is an important
couldn't control me," said · and well-respected member of ·
Welch. "I wanted to be just the "family." "She goes out of
like my sister Raquel." Her herwayforeveryone,"saidcosister is four years older than captain Maureen Gradley.
her and was a:lso very active. "She makes sure everyone is
When Welch learned to in a good mood. Terri puts
swim befo~e she could walk; it aside her own problems and
was a good indication that she pu:ts her friends first if they
wouldn't be a future couch have a problem."
potato. &r three years in
For most of this season,
middleschoolshewastheonly Welch was sidelined with an
girl on the soccer team. She ankleinjury. "Therewasabig
has played softball since the difference when Terri wasn't
seventh grade, volleyball since playing-," said Gradley. "No
the eighth grade and basket- one on the bench can really
ball !;lince the tenth grade.
take her place. We missed her
Although she has been skills, enthusiasm and leadinvolved in sports for several ership. Terri leads by exyears, Welch was still nervous ample. Shehasaverypositive
about making the transition attitude."
to college athletics. "My
Although Welch admits
teammates in high school were that being forced out of action
good athletes, but because we was frustrating experience,
all grew up together, it wasn't she still felt like part of the
a competitive situation," ex- team. "Mo (Gradley) kept me
plained Welch.· ~"But I was sane when I was injured," said
worried about trying out for a Welch. "She was very supportive. While I was on the
team at college."
lt ,didn't take long for bench, I still felt involved. It
Welch to become comfortable was almost like I was on the
with the athletic programs af · court." On many occasions
RWC and the school in gen- Welch could be heard shouteral. "I love it here," said ing words of encouragement
Welch. "It reminds me of to her teammates (or words of
1

Photo courtesy of Athletk Department

Junior Terri Welch is not only an active member of the
volleyball and softball teams, but many other activities.
criticism to the referees).
. In the three years Welch
has gone to RWC, she has met
many people - all of wh<>'m
seem tohavenothingbutgood
things to say about her.
"She's an ideal person to
have working in the offices,"
said Lois Schuyler, R.N.,
Welch's employer at Health
Services. "Terri is an outstanding worker. She's also
fun to be around. She has a
great sense of humor and is
very thoughtful." ,
While Welch thinks it is
important to get involved in
activities, she also holds academics in high regard. She is
majoring in Psychology and
. English. She has a 3.80 GPA
andrecentlywasinductedinto
Alpha Chi (college honor soci-

ety).
In high school she was
the valedictorian. "My parentsneverpressured me," said
Welch. "I just learned to get
my work done fast: I've found
that the more things I'm involved in, the easier it is to
balance my.schedule." ·
Welch aspires to be a
high school guidance councelor
some day. Considering her
track record in academics and
extra-cur ricular activities, ~
. and her ability to reach out to
people, the position seems fitting.
When Welch decided to
attend RWC, the school re- ·
ceived much more than a
student-athlete. It received a
motivated, selfless, _caring
person who has gotten in-

OCCer t e a m w i n s t h e C o m m o n w e a l t h C o a s t Conter-encedifference . .

Championship, for the first time in the history of the program

By Colin Hynes
Staff Writer

Championship with a 1--0 win
over New England College in
Henniker, New Hampshire~
The RWC men's soccer
Steve DeCastroprovided.
team proved that they can thegamewinninggoalat28:04
suceed in more than just of the first half on an assist by
horseshoes and hand gre- Colin Hynes.
Co-captain
nades. After five years of Matt Carroll was named tourfrustrating "almosts," and nament MVP for his stellar
"wait until next years," the play at halfback. Goal keeper
Hawk hooters finally captured Tom Arcari was once again
their first ever Common- solid in net, making five_saves
wealth Coast Conference in capturing his fifth shutout .

of the season.
The win was the fifth in
a row for the Hawks who now
stand at 9-6--3. The win
was especially big for the
fourth year seniors Damon
Braider, Chris Dexter, Hynes
and Carroll, and remaining
juniors, in that it marked
sweet revenge against NEC
for their sud4._en-death victory ·
over RWC in the conference
ch~mpionship two years ago.
"After four years of coming close and getting knocked
down, it's great to finally bring
home the cup," said Dexter. ·
Braider put the win in a
different per spective, "I don't
know if the young guys can
really appreciate what this
win means to the veterans.
Four long years of a lot of
sweat finally paid off."
The Hawks entered the
· championship on the heels of
two 2-lconference wins over
Wentworth ·institute and
Gordon College, respectively.
Against Wentworth, scorers
were Braider and Graig Rogers
with assists going to Lolo
Photo by Mark Kasok
Guitierez and Hynes.
RWC soccer player tries to take control of the ball.
In a nail biter against

I

Photo by Mark Kasok

The socc~r team was plagued by injuries for ip'Uch of
.the season~ but everything came together in _the end.
Gordon in the semi-final game, the fir.ts half with an assist
the team captured a hard form Rogers.
fought 2-1 double OVElrtime .
The Hawks have revictory. With six minutes in.to ·maining away games against
the first overtime period, a Bryant College and Westfield
Roger's 20-yard blast offa Ron State CGllege to close out their
Beauregard pass provided the season.
game winner. DeCastro
scored the first goal 13 :42 into
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® Profile: Tom Arcari ®
By Sean Lewis
Staff Writer
There is an unwritten
-rule in life that hard work
pays·off. Junior Tom Arcari's
performance both on and off
the soccer field is no exception
to that rule.
Arcari; a Plainville Conn
native, is currently playing his
first season as starting goal. keeper. After playing backl.lp
last year and seeing only seven
games of action, Arcari has
emerged in his second season
with the team as a crucial
member.
"Tom is a tremendous

player," said head coach Jim
Cook. "The· amount of dedication he has really shows.
After playing in. only about
one third of the games last
season, he's come into his own
this season with an'extraordinary effort."
Arcari's record on the
field speaks for itself. He has
started in 18 games this season. Out of these games, only
· 21 goals were allowed, while
he made 117 saves. What
makes even more impressive
is the fact that Arcari is an
Architecture major.
"I didn't play any sports

.

the first two years I was here,"
said Arcari. "The important
thing to me was schoolwork. I
found that although I love architecture, l also love soccer.
By niaking a commitment to
both, I've sacrificed the ability
to devote 100 percent of my
energies to either of the two."
Arcari is not new to the
sport. He played baseball as
well as soccer in high school
and was captain of the soccer
team. He was also named allstate in soccer. He also has an
athletic family, including two
step-brothers who play soccer
and a sister who dives fo.r the
University of Rhode Island.
Tom Arcari will be the
first to tell you that balancing
sports and academics isn't an
Photo by Mark Kasok
easy job. A lot of choices have
Tom Arcari, a fourth-year architecture student, has
to be made, as well a8 sacrifices. He seems to be doing a
been a steady player in goal for the Hawks.
great job at it, though. As
What does Tom think in the. extra time and effort."
Cook states, "The team memNo matter what he de- ·
bers respect . the amount of about this? "What I hope I've
work Tom ciirries. You won't done is set an example. A lot cides to take on next, if he
find that many people who of the Architecture teachers faces it with the enthusiasm
can carry that type ofload and frown upon their ,students and dedication that he does
still perform at the level he joining sports. But it cart be with Architecture and soccer,
done if you are willing to put he's ·bound to succeed.
does."

Photo by Mark Kasok

Arcari has balanced a heavy workload with athletics.

Karate club fights red tape
By Joe Baruffaldi
Staff Writer

r-

Pass by the recreation
center
any
Tuesday,
Wednsday or Thursday between 7:30 and 9 p.m. and
you're likely to hear repeated
series ofloud screams. This is
nothing to be alarmed at or
report to campus security.
Actually, it's the RWC Karate
Club hard at work.
This club · that attracts
between 10 and 15 participants an any given nights,
consists ofa group ofdedicated
students teaching other students the art of karate. Contrary to many misconceptions,
karate is not a fighting technique, but rather atrue art
form that helps the artist develop their bodies and minds.
Through learning to develop
their minds students can
control their emotions and talk
.their way out of situations
rather than fight. physical
contact that is taught is intended to be used for self defense and never in an offensive manner.
For those involved in the
club, it provides an excellent
opportunity for both exercise
and fun. According to freshman Robbin Silvia she has not
only been able to improve her
speed,
balance,
and
coordination,but can now bet-

ter protect herself. She has
also been able to make some
good friends that have made
her time at RWC more enjoyable.
Although they are students, those who teach are
extremely knowledg~ble in
the techniques, skills and attitude vital to successful karate. Those who are instructors now learned from a former
RWC student Masanori
Yakota. Masa, an overseas
student from Japan was a
master in the Shotokan style
and taught that exclusively.
Since taking over the
club this fall, co-directors, Jim
Morris and Jeff Quinn have
diversified what is offered, but
still utilize the Shotokan style
as a base for beginners. Instructor John Trahan says .
this is a good way to start, in
that it helps develop a proper
attitude within students. This
attitude helps develop confidence and control, as it instills
the principle of karate as an
art form.
Mike LeBrun says students are first taught blocks,
_then punches, then simple
kieks. Once a student has
learned these skills they are
able to put them together into
a series of moves or Kata.
These· predetermined Katas
can be done with a sparring
partner as a mock fight. These

Unfortunately the club
can b~judged based on the
has become the odd man out
execution of the moves.
As well as the Shotokan when space and equipment is
technique, students are ex- scarce. As winter approaches
posed to other styles of ~rate and more varsity teams pracincluding various · weapons. tice inside, the club has lost
Even with staffs and fighting . space of practice ,mats and
sticks the emphasis remains sometimes find space hard to
on controlling both body and get. Not only is this a frusmind. The students are con- trating situation when 15
tinually encouraged to avoid people come to participate and
violence and use what they there is not enough room, but
have learned only as a form of it is also dangerous to practice without mats to break falls
self-defense.

and allow for proper footing.
Co-director Jim Morris is attempting to alleviate the
problem by using club funds
to purchase a set of mats, but
claims the process he must go
through is complicated and
mats are expensive and it may
take some time. Hopefully
red tape and finances will not
adversely affect the high morale and excellent participation of this ·dedicated group of
students.
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-~The Haw~s Eye
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•• Men's Volleyball "
~ e
0

Tryouts!

•

~:
~ •

Rt.JC

>

>

•

<•
,.,o

"'a;.~"

•

••
When: Nov. 11-13
!'
•
5:30-7:30 p.m.
••
Last year the Hawks were 13-11. The •
team played MIT arni NYU in the Di vision III
playoffs. Several players on the team were
ranked nationally in several statistical categories.
The Hawks have a strong schedule
once again this season. They will be playing
• such schools as Rutgers, Navy, Harvard and
Dartmouth.
'

All are
welcomed!
·•

.

Women's Soccer
(final stats)
Player
Lauren DiStasio
Melissa Iacovelli
Amelia Bearse
Tracey Wilchusky
Deb Spooner

Goals
8
4

Assists
4
4

Pts.

3
2
1

2
2

8
6
6

20
12

4

•
•
:
•
(after 18 games)
:
• Player
Goals Assists
7
3
• Colin Hynes
1
5
Steve DeCastro
4
3
Matt Carroll
2
3
Craig Rogers
2
3
·Ron Beauregard
2
2
Damon Braider
2
2
•scott Rivoira

Men's · Soccer

Male Athlete of the Week (10/22): Sophomore Matt Walby
(Brooklyn, NY) of the equestrian team won the overall champion
award and was the high point rider at an Invita.tional meet held
at the University of Connecticut. His performance was one of the
best in the school's history in the sport.

Female Athlete of the Week (10/22): Sophomore Melissa
Iacovelli (Bristol, RI) had a goal and two assists as the soccer team
defeate9 Anna Maria College 6-0. She is the second leading scorer
Pts. on the team.

13

11
10 Male Athlete of the Week (10/29): The entire men's soccer
8 · team receives this week's award. The Hawks were hampered by
8 injuries much of the season but put everything together to win the
6 Commonwealth CoastConference Championship. The title was
6 the first ever for the soccer program.

Women's T·e nnis

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

Female Athlete of the Week (10/29): Stephanie Dardanello
·(West Caldwell, NJ) and Laurie Ottoson (Avon, CT) of the tennis
(final records)
team are this week's "Female Athlete of the Week." The out.
· standing doµbles team captured first place in the Commonweal th
Singles Doubles p~~· Coast Conference Tournaµ1ent with a 4-0 ·record, leading the
Players
6-1
4-3
Laurie Ottoson
Hawks to a strong second place finish. They p_osted a 6-1 record
7
6-1
4-3
S. Dardanello.
as
a doubles team this season.
.
55
4-2
3-3
Stacy Bemklau
4-3
5
3-3
Kathryn Davis
4 Congrats to the women's volleyball team for their second win0-0
4-2
Katherine Jam es
2 ning season in a row. The Hawks finished 16:-14.
0-0
2-5
Maureen Kerin
1.5
3-3
0-0
Sara Hunniford
1 Congrats to the Minnesota Twins and the Atlanta Braves for
2-2
0-2
Cathie Cooper
31 putting on the most exciting World Series in a long time.
22-13
2I°-20
TEAM TOTALS:

Pictured Left: The women's volleyball
team finished with a record of 16-14. It
was the second year in a row that the team
has finished with a winning record.
Pictured Right: The lacrosse team and
fonner head coach Dennis Dobbyn were
honored during a recent volleyball match
for their championship-winning season last
year. Tearri members received jackets.

Thanks for the me MOries ·MO!
After the volleyball team's last home match on Oct. 19, the team paid an emotional
tribute to its only senior - Maureen "Mo" Gradley. The following are excerpts of the
tribute which was written by Rae Jean Polca and read by Polca, J.J. Erway and Terri
Welch. It was divid¢d into three sections:

Athlete
"... In the huddle once during a tournament game, Mo told us she feels the game right
here, and put her hand over her heart, 'You've got to want it too,' and from then on we
knew. She does have the game in her heart.
Mo strives to be her best, and as a team we thank her for showing us the true meaning
of volleyball."

Captain
"... Mo makes us work, so at the end of practice we feel as though we've accomplished
something. I don't know how many times Mo was right along side of us during line drills
shouting words of encouragement so that we would survive at the end; so we would do
anything but quit. Mo would never let us quit on ourselves."

Friend
"... Mo has always been a listener, she makes you feel comfortable telling her your
problems, and she'll always come up with a solution - even if it's a hot fudge sundae.
Mo will make you laugh with her jovial attitude,. her truly tasteless jokes, her obnoxious ways in public that sometimes embarrass us, and of course, her occasional pranks.
She's loud, but we love her anyway."
"... Most of all, Mo is the core of the team and the one who pulls us all together. She is
a big part of us and in our hearts we will miss her greatly. But because of her personality .
and abilities we know she will excel after her last year here and we wish her Luc -:. Good
luck Mo, we'll miss you!"
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t£r J'l.n 'Entertain11J£nt Commentary:
A tribute to Gene Roddenberry:
'jA creator of "Star Trek"
r-------~-----------,

By Jon Bassuk
Staff Writer
On Thur$day, Oct. 24,
the science fiction world lost
one ofits 100stcherished icons.
Gene Roddenberry, the creator of "Star Trek," died of a
heart attack in Los Angeles.
Roddenberry, a former
· airline pilot from Texas, ere-'
ated what was to become one
of the most significant television shows in science fiction
history. His goal was simply
to present an optimistic future for everyone, and 25
years later, his vision continues to be realized in the
form of continued syndication of the original 79 episodes of'StarTrek," six Star
Trek movies, and of course,
,;Star Trek: The Next Generation,". which debuted in
1987. Skeptical at first, the
public wasn't sure if a new
Trek was appropriate.
Now, four years later, it has
become widely accepted as
the continuation of the adventuresofU.S.S. Enterprise and
its crew.
Roddenberry's ideas .for
the shows came from his own
desires: to see people live together in peace and unity de. spite differences ofrace, color
and descent. So many television shows and movies have
used "Star Trek's" principles
as a basis for stories, but the
essence of Roddenberry's ere~
ation was ·something that no
one could ever copy. As the
worldof "StarTrek" c,:ontinues
to celebrate their 25th 'Anniversary, it now takes on a
whole new meaning. It is now
also a memoriaf tribute to its
creator. Roddenberry was
called "The Great Bird of the
Galaxy" by his friends in the

industry,andwordofhisdeath
came as a great shock.
Roddenberry had been busy
giving an interview and making appearances to both promote the newest, and supposedly last "Star Trek" movie,
which opens on December 20,
but also to discuss the popularity of his creation 25 years
. after its birth. After ·hearing
about his death, I felt like I

the crew, but they remained
alongside each other through
it all. Jealousy, greed and
hatred ·had no place in "Star
Trek. " Roddenberry always
· showed optimism about humanity and the future, and
his characters aboard the Enterprise . were extensions of
Roddenberry's thoughts.
Just last month, Paramount Pictures, "Star Trek's"
"home" for the past 25
years, dedicated an entire
building to Roddenberry,
and virtually all of the cast
members from both generations of "Star Trek"
were there to honor the
man who was responsible
not only for creating a
popular show, but also for
delivering a very important message to everyone
who watched the shows:
Roddenberry once stated
that "If this is not the way
· had lost a friend. Growing up we really are, it seemed to me
with "Star Trek" for so many most certainly a way we ought
years, I never really noticed to be."
how important he was until
Humanity, unity, diverhe w~s gone. Rodaenberry sity, and the almost limitless
and his creation were, and variety within our universe
continue to be, my favorite as- were the founda~ions that
pects of science fiction, and made "Star Trek" what it has
even though I never knew him, become: a landmark work of
I'll miss him.
science fiction, and the vision
Leonard Nimoy, who of one man and his dreams.
played the emotionless Mr. The book,StarTrekLives! said
Spock, said in a recent inter- that Ianother vision of the show
view that Roddenberry "had was "... that to be different is
an extraordinary vision about not to be ugly. To be different
. mankind and the potential of isnotnecessarilytobewrong."
mankind's future." It was al- Gene Roddenberry appealed
ways known that the underly- to the idealist in all of us, and
. ing aspects of "Star Trek" even though he is gone, his
were
projections
of values will go on far into the
Roddenberry's values, wishes future where they will no
and dreams. Inner and outer doubt live long and prosper...
conflicts ,w ere allowed among

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

"IN LIVING COLOR"
TRIVIA CONTEST
1. What is the name of the company Clavel
and Howard Tibbs III make up?
2. What are the first names of the "Brothers' Brothers"?

3. What is the name of the movie starring
and produced by Keenan Ivory Wayans .and
Damon Wayans?
4. What is the name of.the female body
builder, played by James Carey?

5. What are the first names of the "Men on
Film" movie reviewers?
· 6. What is the name of the superhero
played by Damon Wayans?
7. What is the name of the homeless bum
played by Damon Wayans?

8. Wllat'is Homey the Clown'~atch .-

-

phrase?

mME __ ~~---------LOCALPHONE _________ .:......

L-------------~--~--J
ANSWERS TO BRADY BUNCH TRIVIA-

L Peter's journalistic nickname was "Scoop" Brady.
2.. Jan was allergic to their dog's flea powder.
3. Cindy's favorite doll was "Kitty Carry-All".
4. Bobby is afraid of heights.
5. Greg used the name Johnny Bravo when he
became a short lived rock star.'
6. Marcia got hit in the nose by Peter's football.
7. The Brady's jinxed cousin was Oliver.
8. The dog's name was Tiger.
9. Mr. Brady is an architect.
10: Alice's steady boyfriend was Sam the Butcher.

BRADY BUNCH
TRIVIA WINNERS
1. FIRST PLACE: 2 FREE TICKETS TO THE
CIRCLE 8 SHOWCASE IN SEEKONK:

J.J.ERWAY
2. SECOND PLACE: -2 FREE ADMISSIONS
TO THE BRISTOL CINEMA WITH FREE
POPCORN AND BEVERAGE:
AMY MacNEILL
.'i

;:::=::::::::;:;:.::;::::::.::-::.:: ...·..

·:.=-·.:::::::-:::·;::::::~:

;:;:;:;:;:::;.:::\}:-:·.::.:_:.

: 11~i: smm11ew :.••· · ·• .·. · ·. · · · ·• · · ·

3. THIRD PLACE: CHOICE OF ONE
MOVIE POSTER:

JULIE MESSINA

•
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MTV's "Totally" Pauly
Shore gives RWC ·
plenty of laughs
/

[M

--

By Greg Fontana
Staff Writer
On Friday night, comedian Pauly Shore performed at
the RWC Paolino Recreation
Center. The show was sponsored by the Campus Entertainment Network. Opening
for Shore was the local band,
Blue Sky. The band played for
about45 minutes, mixingtheir
own original music with classic
cover tunes. Blue Sky's sound
was inspired but a bit sloppy;
that is to say, although they
knew their music and infused
a great deal of emotion into it,
they still had more the sound
of a garage jam session, rather
than a stage band. Still, over
all, their three quarters of an
hour set was entertaining and
got the crowd in to a good mood.
As the band left the stage
the audience began yelling and
whistling. Those more familiar with Shore's act shouted
- out words in "Paulygot," that
special brand oflanguage used
by Pauly Shore. About 15
minutes later the main attraction for the evening took
the stage.
Pauly Shore came onto
the stage looking like he had
just stepped off a San Francisco boardwalk. With a leather
vest and his mass oflong curly
·hair, he seemed to be the
quintesse'ntial modern day
hippie. The crowd went crazy
with his appearance. People
leapt to their feet with an excitement I had yet to see at an
RWC event this year.
Pauly's act consisted
mainly of a broken up monologue obscured by his particu-

larform of"hippie meets surfer
dude" style of speech. Most of
what Shore said was not amazingly funny , but the crowd
thoroughly enjoyed the way he
said it.
One particularly positive,
thing about the show was·that
Shore had no qualms about
sharing the spotlight. At
various tim~ i'n 'the show he
brought different people onto
the stage; this included his
manager; a spectator who
hopped up on stage and did a
Jamaican style rap, while .
Shore himself laid out a beat'
. on the drums; and even Blue
Sky, with whom Shore performed two' numbers to close
his show. During these numbers four female students were
chosen to dance on stage with
Pauly and the band members.
Probably the strongest
aspect of Shore's performance
was his ability to form a bond
with the audience. Everything
he said seemed to be said td a
good buddy rather than to an
anonymousaudience.
Throughout h is act, Shore's
topics seemed to center primarily around sex, either with
a partner or just by himself.
I
After the show I had an
opportunity to speak briefly
with Pauly Shore. Offstage he
is very laid back and not at all
the manic individual he appears during his act (in fact
after the show he seemed exhausted and a little burned
out).
He told me that he first

Pauly Shore, host of MTV's "Totally Pauly," performed at the RWC Recreation Center
on Friday, Nov. 1. TJ'le event was sponsored by the Campus Entertainment Network.
performed on stage atthe early
ageof17. Ashismotherowned
a comedy club and his father
was a stand-up comedian who
used to open for Elvis, Shore
had been around comedy all
his life. When asked what other
interests he has besides comedy, he flashed a bright smile
and replied, "Sex." He then
went on to say that he spends

much of his free time writing on a decent show. He went out
either his own comedy or ve- of his way to try to create a .
hicles for it, such as his recent . relaxed, party- like atmosphere
MTV special.
among the audience, and he
Disney will be releasing a was pretty successful. No matmovie starring Shore in the ter what else someone may say
spring entitled "Encino Man ." about his act, Pauly Shore left
Pauly will also be embarking everyone wh0 came to see him
on an MTV tour at about the that night in a good mood.
same time.
Overall, Pauly Shore put

TOP TEN PLAY LIST WEEK ENDING NOV. 1
lO)"Watch Yourself'
9) "I've Got A Lot to Learn About Love"
8) "The Innocent"
7)"Send Me an Angel"
6) "Wasted Time"
S)"Smells Like Teen Spirit"
4)"Apple Pie"
3)"Get a Leg Up"
2) "Another Rainy Night (Without You)"
1) "Top of the World"

'Wfien fast we feft
:Maggot, tfie 'l(Jmg
~u, Samari 'Warrior
fiat£just attempted to
save One-'Eyed ~rank.._
from an armed ro66ery. ~rant_ 6eing
tfie liumanitarian fie
is, quickfy turned on
:Maggot, co:wincing JJl.Ae +o r-1,~ {,._,+ f1. ... 1- ;;,, n t"5
tfie 400 poundgori£[a ~ ·sc.h<:Jo( /.?.,.b/, ·co.) ,.fJl'f ; We .,,,.,.c_
lA ri « bI e -fo
5 /, • .., .,., ho. -f h y I ~n s
wlio was ro66ing
fa (YJ.._), of. He.._ ~ve.- f-j,.,
liim, to k.._i[[ :Maggot
d, ·,,_io.JU.e {o,- fhe seen t /·s- "d
in tfie ttWst disgust+o//• ..,s: N~! ,I A"j~ I
ing way possi6[e.
Ple •s~ 51"./° • .,-- /"
:Maggot ran [i/(g, a
_j_ h O.ve ~ 5i'r f<! ,-) _,_ +
ttWn/(g,y in fieatt
y • f«1 ,,., t } C' y o"' c.,.., ;,, .._.,,..,ho- /

Eric Clapton
The Storm
Drivin' N' Cryin"
Scorpions
Skid Row
Nirvana
Whiie Trash
John Mellencamp
Queensryche
Van Halen
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Frankie & Johnny:
Minus Debussy·
By Gary Redman
Staff Writer
The film, Frankie &
Johnny, is based upon the oneact, one-set play, "Frankie and
Johnny in the Clair de Lune."
Both the play and the film were
written by Terrence McNally.
No doubt, the Hollywood powers that be thought the bleak
aspect of two people just talking about whether or not they
want to be together would. be
death at the box-office (anyone
who's seen the film, Wight
Mother, will attest to this form
of thinking), so McNally, along
with director Garry Marshall,
have open ed u p th e play, as
well as added 95 other characters to their stew. Most of the
film now t akes place at the
Greek greasy spoon in the
middle ofManhattan where sitcomish situations rule. In fact,
I wouldn't be surprised if some

television producer is smacking his lips. right now at the
possible success of a sitcom
based on the material shown
here.
Al Pacino plays Johnny,
an ex-con looking for another
chance in life and love. Pacino
plays this incurable romantic
with relish. The object of his
affections is Frankie, played
by Michelle Pfeiffer who is
magnificent as the plain beauty
who shuns Johnny's amorous
advances at first, but soon
enough succumbs to his charm.
The star powered combo does ·
wcmdets to offset the bland
direction of Marshall.
Garry Marshall, who
started his career in television.,
telegra phs everything obvithat
ously, thus the revelations
I
come at the end of the film are
hardly revelatory. And the
ending Marshall achieves is not
honest emotionally- it's maudlin.

r--

Michelle Pfeiffer and Al Pacino.portray mismatched lovers in the romantic comedy,
"Frankie&Johnny."

GRADE: C-

Man-Slaughtered
and screenplays h e effortlessly
combines poetry and profanity
in equal measure. For the first
third of the film or so, the dialogue in Homicide is pure
The latest film from the
Mamet: to the point, funny,
mind of playwright turned film
ironic and profane.
rriaker, David Mamet, is HoSoon however, everything
micide, an uneasy mixture of goes wrong. Bobby accidently
the typical (though flamboyand unwillingly gets assigned
antly showcased) police drama
the case of a murdered matriand a study of Anti-Semitism
arch from a wealthy and inin the Chicago police force and
fluential Jewish-family. They
beyond.
want a Jew to handle the case,
Mamet's protagonist is
so they get Bobby. What they
Bobby Gold, a tough cop who
get is his contempt; he wants
has traded in his Jewishness
Randolph.
for acceptance on the police
Eventually the family
force. In effect he has traded
picks and prods at Bobby's
the Star of David for the star of
conscience until he says "I want
jlistice. He and his partner,
· to help." He quickly gets
Tim Sullivan, are assigned the
suckered into a radical Zionist
case of bringing in a drug
organization who used to be a
pusher and murderer named
gun-runningservicefortheJew
Randolph.
Bringing in
of Palestine in 1946, but now
Randolph becomes an obsesterrorize neo-Nazi's in their
sion for Gold after he is berated
community. Bobby does help
by a black superior with a ra- ·
by blowing up a printing press
cial slur, whereupon Sullivan
used for Nazi propaganda
returns to volley in defense of
(ironically located in a German
his partner and friend.
toy store). In tum the organiMamet does an extremely
zation blackmails Bobby into
fine job of creating atmosphere
becoming their own personal
in the police department not
informer on the police force.
through props or other gimUnderstandably Bobby forgets
micks, but through the dialogue
a previous role in Randolph's
his characters express. Mamet
apprehension, which brings
·has stated in print: "Fantastic
fatal consequences for Sullivan.
cinematography has been the
Thus in trying to save his soul,
death of .American cinema."
Bobby winds up losing it. A
Adhering to his statement,
lofty ambition for Mamet, but,
Roger Deakins' cinematograunfortunately, one this trivial
phy is properly unobtrusive to
story cannot begin to sustain.
Mamet's dialogue, and what
Either story Mamet predialogue! In _Mamet'~ plays

By Gary Redman
Staff Writer

------------------On the Big Scl-een
-------------------

sen ts here might have worked
on their own, but in his attempt
to blend commerce with art he
shoots h im self in the foot.
Mam et has sewn these two
stories together without a stitch
of logic or common sense.
In the case of the murdered Jewish woman, Ma met
has Bobby discovering clues in
suchjaw-droppingcontrivance,
that the film begins to resemble
a bad police drama usually
associated with television.
Bobby straightens out a picture
on a wall in the Jewish family's
home and out pops a small photograph of the victim when she
was young and a gun-runner.
Where was th.is photograph
moments ago when the maid
hung the picture on the wa11
(crookedly). In the basement
of the pawnshop the victim
owned, Bobby breaks one of
the bottom steps as he is leaving, and mpves over a large
chest to use as a step. Inexplicably, he -decides to open the
chest to discover i~s single
content: a 45 year-old weapons
inventory to Palestine. Bobby
discovers the neo-Naz_i aspect
of the case by investigating the
roof across the way from · the
Jewish family's home where a
sniper may have been. There
he makes an incredible find. A
piece of paper with the word
GROFAZ written on it. . The
word is actually an acronym
for (in English) Greatest
· Leader ofAll Time, referring to
Hitler. Whatidiotwould leave
such a damaging piece of evidence laying around?
What's worse than the
contrivances is the lurking

ambiguity of the story. We son .in. It's a powerful scene
never find out who killed the that rings true thanks to
old woman or why. A young Mantegna's- understated geboy tells Bobby the woman had nius. The rest of the cast pepa large fortune in her basement, pered with Mamet's regulars,
but since Bobby · doesn't find is also superp. Unfortunately,
that fortune (except the fortu- they often tran scend Mamet's
itous clue), Mamet is probably script r ath er tha n compliment
telling us the masses are mis- it.
GRADE:C
informed or simply ignorant of
the problems of the Jews. We
never see any Nazis in the film
so Mamet is showing us that
THE WINNERS
evil is faceless, it simply exists
OF AMATEUR
all around us, yet this negates .
the statement made by the
COMEDY
killer in the police station: "One
NIGHT
day I'll show you the face of
evil." Mamet wants to justify
WEDNESDAY
his vagueness by saying theology is ambiguous, so this story
OCTOBER .23
should end ambiguously. This
would probably .be true in an- .
other context, but it doesn't
FIRST PLACE:
work in the confines of a police
RICH WRIGHTSON .
drama which demands a reso$50
lution.
The Randolph story ends
powerfully, if conventionally,
SECQNIJ PLACE: ·
with Bobby stalking the man
K.C.CA.RROLL
who murdered his partner.
$25
Mamet has trouble handling Bobby Gold's sµdden
shifts in loyalties and obsesTHIRD PLACE:
sions, and thus the two stories
PETE MILIAN
don't merge as effortlessly as
$15
they should. It is also hard to
swallow this cool professional
CONGRATS! TO
falling for the blackmail
scheme set up by the Zionist.
THE WJNNERS!
As Gold, though,Joe Mantegna
delivers his best performance
THIS EVENt WAS
to date on screen. · He imbues
·se.ONSOREDBY
:-_ .. :.········
Gold with a proper sense of
world-weariness that shifts to
compassion whenever the need
calls, as when he tries to get
.NETWORK. · ······
Randolph's mother to tum her

· •1f11:t~~~&f.rr•.· •· -•· · ·
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RWC Theater Cotnpany
performs ·"Minnesota Moon
By Michele Brown
Staff Writer
""

A crowd of people filed into
the studio at the RWC Performing Arts Center to see the Stage
Company's performance of
"Minnesota ·Moon ," on Friday,
Oct. 25. The stage was set with
old tires and crates before an old
abandon ed building tha:t was
boarded up with a "No Trespass- ·
ing" sign across its door.
The audience became quiet
·ancj. began to settle down to
watch the show when the actors
moved in froTT\ behin d the seat• ing saying, "Oh no, h e boarded it
up." The show had begiln, and
th e feeling of a Minnesota night
had been set. The night air was
filled with the sound of crickets,
an d the blue.glow ·o f the moon lit
the stage.
The show, directed by
Michaela Oney, a senior theatre
major, consisted of a cast of two.
Larry was played by freshman
theatre major Brendan Ayles
andAJan was played by Matthew
Tupper, a sophomore arcliitecture major. These two teenage
boys were gathering in late August of 1968 to say goodbye at

old man Pearson's farm in
Maple Lake, Minnesota.
The show, which lasted
slightly under an hour, consisted of the goodbye between
the boys before Alan leaves to
go to college. Alan and Larry
gather with their six- pack of
beer to talk and reminisce
about old times. Alan and
Larry converse for the evening
~bout everything from being
horny , to a friend who has
died. The audience watched
the seen~ wqich contained a
variety of emotions, intently.
Each actor was required
to portray bits of anger, depression, loneliness and happiness. Both actors strove to
convince the audience of these
emotions. Tupper's first time
performance at RWC was an
admirable one, but a lso one
that seemed rehearsed, rather
than convincing. Ayles' performance seemed comparably
stronger, but he tended to lose
focus during parts of the performance. Ayles skillfully
convinces the audience how
upset Larry is that all his
·friends have left him and that
he doesn't want to be left alone
in Maple Lake for the rest of

T@P TEN MOVIES AROUND
THE WORI.1D
.

. ,
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his life . Both Ayles' and
· Tupper's performances were
unfortunately unsupported by
a strong script.
The story, which seems
to be without a plot, only hinders the actors' attempts to
make the"showinteresting. The
director's quote, "It's a long road
to where we are and wh ere
we're. going; let's not forget
those who made us what we
are now an d what we will be
tomorrow," seems appropriate
and necessary to inform the
audience of the point of th e
performance.
The actors were able to
. con vi.nee the audience that th ey
were t!Y.O very good friend s
without the support of th e
script. The show would have
been much stronger if a
meaningful and more powerful
script had been used. The actors and the audience thrived
on the few good laughs the
script contained. The show
may have been a little slow,
but for a ticket price of only two
dollars for students, it was still
well worth the money.

Photo by Mark Kasok

The RWC Theater Company performed "Minnesota
Moon," starring freshman Brendan Ayles
and sophomore Matthew Tupper.

RWC Dance Club g_ives their
_first performance

...

GERMANY: ROBIN HOOD PRINCE OF
THIEVES

$2,232,796

11

By Michele Brown
Staff Writer

The piece was choreographed - pieces of work. They added
by Erica Levis, who showed . flare and style to the pieces
with the use of popular music
The RWC Dance Studio the audience the ability of the
and creative costuming. The
was full of anxious people group to work together, wh ile
show was seen as new and inwaiting to see the newly found allowing each member of the
novative by the audience.
Dance Club present their first group to keep their own idenOne choreographer went
show on Wednesday, Oct. 16. tity ..
beyond using the old basic
The show consisted of eight
The three members of
moves in a new way. Thom
pieces, all choreographed and the group, Levis, Cathy Nicoli
Bowen created a new and experformed by members of the and Maria Saponare, moved
citing piece by incorporating
club.
succinctly together with ease
moves that were unknown to
The bare stage was filled to the music of the Euryththe audience. The music of
with feeling as the dancers mics. Although they danced
Gerard McMann was chosen
-brought their pieces to life. together to the same steps,
by Bowen to enhance his piece.
Each piece was distinctive and the audiences' eyes would
Bowen's.piece entitled "A
swayed the audience into wonder between the three.
Dark City," stood out among
moods of happiness or sorrow. dancers in order to get the
the rest as being unique. His
These . moods were enhanced feeling and style of each
clever mix of moves were
by the creative lighting design dancer.
brought together well, as _he
ofWilliam White, as the dancAll the members of the
moved carefully upon the stage,
ers moved under ·assorted club were excited to be giving
giving the audience his gift of
warin and cool tones. ·
their first show, but one group
dance. The piece proved to be
The audience could relate allowed that enthusiasm to
cre!'ltive and worthy of appre-.
to the dance numbers, as new show through during their
·
ciation. ..
and familiar music was incor- piece. Laµrene Aldorisio and·
The new dance club put
porated by the dance-members. Alison Pollak performed- a
onan enjoyaple show for .all to
The selectively picked music piece entitled "Elation." The~
enriched the ambience of each perfo~ers faces shined with , see. Th~ performers and staff
dance piec~. · Songs ·such as · happiness as they moved
collecti"vely pres.ented a weil
executed show. It was great to
Madonna's "Vogue," and the music of Tara Kemp. The
see the college community take
Enigma's "Sadne.ss," were great amount of joy they possuch a large interest in dance.
popular among the aµdience.
sessed moved throughout the
The suc.cess of the show will
One piece, which is still audience.
in the work~, proved to be yery
.The choreographers ~ hopefully lead to another in
successful as well as enjoyed took the .b asic moves knc5wn
and embraced by the audience, ·- RWC and put together new ·-

to
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Fun with film flubs
By Silsan E. Cicchino
Entertainment .Editor
Everyone loves the mov- be one of the greatest films _. clear shot of the boom microies. Americans spend billions ever made. However, it is not phone above Segal's head.
•
of dollars per year to see their without flaw. ln a scene on Oops!
the
open
streets,
there
is
a
Oneofmypersonallyfafavorite stars on the big screen,
while movie production com- cioseup shot of a street lamp, vorite blunders is found in
panies also spend billions of with the inner light bulb Star Wars. This one is a bit
dollars peryeal"'making them. clearly visible. What's the harder to pick up, but if you
However, no matter how big a problem? _Well, considering listen carefully, when Luke
movie's bu~get may be, there the film takes place in 1865, Skywalker, played by Mark
are some mistakes that man- and the light bulb was not yet Hamill, destroys the Death
age to slip by. Some are invented, this can be quite a Star,hestepsoutofhisfighter
plane, and you can hear him
slightly recognizable; others · boo-boo.
lnthefilm,JaggedEdge, shout "Carrie!" "Carrie" is
are a slap in the face.
A minor error, for ex- starring Glenn Clo.se and Jeff'. actually Carrie Fisher, who
ample,canbefoundinlndiana Bridges, Close, who plays an portrays Princess Leia, to
Jones and the Last Crusade. attorney, changes her ward- whom Luke was supposed to
In the opening sequence, River robe twice during the course shout.
Howdoestheproduction
Phoenix, portraying the teen- Of oi.ie trial. However, there
aged Indiana Jones, acciden- were no breaks in between in staff allow these mistakes to
tally cuts his chin with a which she could have p~ssibly slip by? Generally, it is due to
cost.·If a mistake is picked up
bullwhip. ·There is a trickle of changed clothing.
The same situation takes after shooting has wrapped,
blood that runs down the right
side of his chin. It's a large place in Pretty Woman, star- it would cost an absurd
dribble, and very noticable. ring Richard Gere and Julia amount of money to continue
However, at the end of the Roberts. In an intimate scene an extra day of shooting in
chase sequence, the dribble . between the two, Gere's tie is order to correct the blunder.
has miracuously switched to on. · The camera angle Other mistakes, such as the
the left side of his chin. Knit- switches; when the camera is boom microphone, are really
picking, you say? Well, here back on Gere, the tie is off. The unexcusable, if these people
are a few more mistakes more camera switches once again, are indeed "professionals." At
any rate, these mistakes will
recognizable, and a bit m<;>re showing Gere's tie back on.
For
a
more
technical
continue
to happen, but they
damaging to the movie pro·
blunder,
Out
for
Justice,
can
provide
real movie lovers
ducers.
starring
Steven
Segal,
gives
a
with
another
fun hobby.
Gone with The Wind may

What Ever Happened To ..
By Neil Nachbar
CoovEditor

By Traci Ridder
Staff Writer
It was a perfect night for ghosts and goblins alike
party the night away at the Halloween Ball sponsored by th
Senior Class. The ball, which was held Friday night a't Linde
Place, drew approximately 75 outrageously dressed student
for a night of dancing and early celebrating of All Hallows Eve.
Mixed in among the ghosts and goblins were every
thing from male nuns(Mr. Mike McDevitt) and a french maid
who looked suspiciously like Senior Class President Denis
Conte. Snow White and her seven dwarfs were in attendance
as was an array of sleek black cats, hilarious clowns, hell
raising devils and "straight from Salem" witches.
Music for the festive evening was provided by DJ To
Comella. According to Paul Fanizzi, Comella was a success. "
had a great time dancing. Tom did a great job."
·
Prizes were given out for best costumes. Phil th
"Scarecrow" took top honors and a fifty dollar cash prize. I
second place were the Shell Gas Station attendants, Ki
Colecchi and Robyn Perno. Ann Marie Walker, Bess Primo an
Corey Sindman took third prize as Jamaican Men.
According to Conte, everyone there had a ·good time.
Unfortunately, attendance was lower than expected. "All w
can do is offer things for people to go to; we can't make the
attend. But the people who go to our functions have a good tim
so it's fun," Conte said.
Julius Caesar (aka sophomore John Maloney) agrees.
"The ball was excellent and I had a great time but you coul
count the number of people there."
The next event sponsored by the Senior Class is
football weekend on Nov. 15, 16 & 17. On Friday, there will b
pep rally at Topsides, on Saturday there will be a Flag Footbal
game between faculty and students and on Sunday a group wil
travel to Foxboro to see the New England Patriots play the Ne
York Jets.
·
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Morton Downey, Jr.:
He made his professional wrestling debut last.m onth. Along with tag-team partner
Andrew Dice Clay, they have been choking opponents into submission with a
barrage of second-hand smoke:

Ed Koch:
For the past three months the former mayor of the Big Apple· has been the
ringmaster of a three-ring circus. Every day KOch is surrounded by clowns, wild
animals and people who risk their lives. In other words, not much hB:S changed.

Spuds McKenzie:
The original party animal has rece~tly finished 12 weeks of alcohol rehabilitation.
Rumor has it that Exxon has offered him a job aboard one of their oil ships.

Mr. Whipple:
Several weeks ago, while in a crowded elavator, he started squeezing in places
where he shouldn't have. "I don't know what came over me," said the king of toilet
paper. Mr. Whipple repeated the incident recently while standing in line at a
miniature golf course. He is now seeking psychiatric help.
Rob Lowe:
He is rumored to replace Bob Saget as the host of "America's Funniest Home
Videos~ " Lowe says under his direction the show will take on a more adult theme.

· ,

Ricardo Monatlban:

·

He has just completed a "Fantasy Islfil?.d" special in which his fantasy comes true.
Everyone on the island wears nothing but Corinthian leather. However, the
fantasy takes a turn for the worst when Tattoo decides that he can't take any more
of the foolishness an_d moves to Gilligan's Island. ·

Mrs. Fletcher:
Certainly you remember the elderly woman who fell and couldn't get up. We're
sorry to report that she's still laying helplessly on the floor. Hold on Mrs. Fletcher,
help is on the way!

Sylvester Stallone:
Sly .is expeted be Jay Leno's sidekick on "The Tonight Show," once Johnny
Carson retires in May. /According to NBC, Stallone meets all the criteria: He
·
has a deep laugh ·

Mike Dukakis:

He has formed the Eyebrow Club for Men. The club serves as a support group for
men who have unusually bushy eeybrows. Mike is not only the Eyebrow Club
president, he's also a client. _Note: Democrats get a 10 peiyent .disco~nt.
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TOP10
VIDEO
RENTALS
AS OF NOVEMBER 1
1. DANCES WITH WOLVES
2. THE HARD WAY
3. NOTHING BUT TROUBLE
4. OSCAR
5. THE PERFECT WEAPON
6. THE MARRYING MAN
7. AWAKENINGS
8. EVE OF DESTRUCTION
9. A KISS BEFORE DYING
10. THE DOORS .
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--Noteworthy

Global Change
Fellowships Available
for Seniors and
Graduate Students

PRE-UEGISTRATION PUOCEDURES
1) Go to your school/area office for your course and regi-stration material.

2) Make an appointment to see your advisor. Review curriculum and gen~ral education
requirements with your advisor and 'identify courses to be completed.
3) Enter your course selections on the registration card.
4) Report to the Bursar's office for validation of your registration card and posting of Fall
charges any time before your registration day from Nov. 12 to Dec. 11.
5) Submit your signed and validated card according to the pre-registration timetable at
a PO RT (Point
... of Registration Terminal) located on Court 3 of the Recreation Center.

Graduate fellowships are available for
entering and first year graduate .s tudents
majoring in science disciplines and interested in pursuing research careers in areas
pertaining to global change.
-Applicants must be U.S. citizens and either entering or first year graduate students in appropriate disciplines.' Sponsored
by the U.S. Department of Engineering
(DOE) arid administered by Oak Ridge Associated Universities, the Graduate Fellowships for Global Change Program iitcludes
full payment of tuition and fees at a DOE approved instiution, a $1,200 monthly stipend, and a three-month practicum assignmerit at a DOE facility or research center
associated with the Committee on Earth and
Environmental Sciences.
Areas of study are interdisciplinary
and may include climate and hydrologic
· systems, biogeochemical dynamics, ecologi. cal systems, and dynamics, earth system
history, human interactions, solid earth
processes, solar influences, and data management. Relevant academic disciplines
include agricultural sciences, atmospheric
sciences and meteorology, biology and biotechnology, chemi·s try , computer sciences,
ecology, economics, environmental sciences, geology, geochemistry, geophysics, hydrology, instrumentation, mathematics, statistics, oceanography and ocean sciences, and
physics.
_ Selection is based on academic performance, GRE scores, recommendations
coursework, experience, and a statement of
career goals by the applicant. Fellowship
appointments are for one year and may be
renewed.
The application .deadline is Jan. 31,
1991, and awards will be announced in May
1992. For applications or more information
contact Sandra Beaulieu, Graduate Fellowships in Global_Change Program, Oak Ridge
Associated Univer sities, Science/Engineering Education Division, P.O. Box 117, Oak
Ridge, TN 37831 ~0117, call (615) 576-7393.

REGISTRATION DATES
Advisement.' : ............................................... Nov. 12-Dec. 11
· Pre-registration ......... : ..............•.................... Dec. 2-Dec. 11
Pre-registration changes ........ '. ......... . .................. Dec. 16-Dec. 20
Mail registrntiOn .... , .................................. ~ .... Dec. 20-Jan .. 3
In-person registration . ...................................... . Jan. 27
Late registration/add/drtlp ............................. : ..... Jan. 28-Feb. 12
...

~

PAOLINO UECUEATION CENTER COURT Ill
PllE-IlEGISTUATION TIMETABLE
WEEK #1 ·'CLASS
Seniors
Juniors
-- Sophs
Sophs

'

LOTTERY NUMBER
9:00-10:20 10:30-12:00 12:30-1:50 2:00-3:30
251-375 . 376-500
125-250
1-124
316-420 105-210 .
211 -315
1-104
181-240
212-180
61-120
1-60
361-420 420-480
301-360
241-300

CHEDJTS* DAY/DATE
(84
(54
(24
(24

to 120) ·Mon. Dec·. 2
Tue. Dec. 3
to 83)
to 53)
Thu .. Dec"° 5
to 53)
Fri. Dec. 6

WEEK #2
Fresh
Fresh
Fresh

(Oto 23)
(Oto 23)
(O to 23)

· Mon. Dec. 9
Tue. ·Dec. 10
Wed. Dec.11

1-60
241-300
481-540

61-120
301-360
541-600

121-180
361-420
601-660

181-240
421-480
661-720

•The number of cumulative credits earned prior to September 1991. Does not include credits you are currently attempting.

CAMPUS REPS
WANTED I
Quality vacation to
exotic destination. Sell
Spring Break trips to
Jamaica, Cancun, .
Bahamas, Margarita
Islands. Fastest way
to free travel and$$$.
_Call Sun Splash Tours,
1-800..:426-7710. .

EARN $2000
+SPRING BREAK TRIPS!
North Anjerica's # 1

student tour operator
seeking motivated
students, organizations,
fraternities and sororities
as campus reps
promoting Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona,
and Panama City!
Call 1-800-724- 1555!

BEST DAMN CAMPUS
REP
WANTED!!!

North America's best
damn tour company.
Only Hi-Life can offer
you a free Spring
Break trip for every 20
paid and a chance
to win a Yamaha
Wavejammer. Join
thousands of other
campus reps.
Call now:
1.;800-263-5604.

$1000 ••• $1 sr.1\1

S~RING

BREAK REPSH!

Earn up to $3000!

RAISING
'·

For your fraternity,
sorority, team ·or other
campus org,a nization.

A850LUTfl Y lift?
INVISfMl#J1' R E(1 i:~ti. · .
1·800-950·8 , . .
1

Become part of a team
,. and sell fhe best Spring
Break trips on campus.
Earn FREE TRIP and
unlimited CASH$$$
Call now! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL,
(617) 424-8222 or
in Boston,
(800) 328-SA VE.

The Messenger
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PRESENTS:

JOHN C. QUINN:
"THE PRfS.S HAS NOTHING
TO FEAR
THE PRESS ITSELF"

a.ur

John C. Quinn has spent almost a half-century in
· the news business, starting as a copy boy at the
ProvidenceJournal-Bulletin , on Easter Sunday, 1943
and retirin_g as Exe,cutive Vice-President/News and
· Director of Gannett Co.,lnc. ori Easter Sunday,
· j 990.- In the interim, he was with the Providence
. Journal-Bulletin for_23 years, rising to day managing
editor when he left in 1966 to join Gannett. · .His career,with Gannett included serving as the lead planning editor for USAToday when it was launched in
September, 1982, as its editor until -1988, and as its
editor-in-chief until 1989. In addition, Mr. Quinn was _
named editor of the year by _the National Press
Foundation in February of 1986.
.
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. BEGINS 8:30PM

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13TH ·
CO-SPONSORED BY THE SCHOOL OF .HUMANITIES FORUM.
DIRECT ANY QUESTIONS TO BILL O'CONNELL, DIRECTOR OF AUXILIARY SERVICES 254-3153

